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• U. S. FOR GERMANY
Uncle Sam to' Support Ger-
many at Conference.
TRANCE NOT TO HAVE
SO EASILY SAILING.
Devel0Paients Are That in Irks of





Logjon, Jan. te.—The AssociateS
Preen b advised ttht Ambeenador
White, ispressenting the United States
at the Moroccan conivesce at Algec-
iras, will support the German conten.
Eon both as to the "open door" in
Morocco and as to the internationel
commission to control the policy of
the °country.
It is suggested that Hie may snake
the adoption of the German vie*
probable, particularly in the light of
the fact that Russia has shown mark-
ed indifference tO ,the appeal of
Frce for support. The influenceo -the vaticia is al so understood to
, 
be. hostile to France.
Delegations Sail for Algeciras.
Tangier, Meirocco, Jan. Is.—The
American meter, Samuel R. Conn-mere, the second member ef the'Aramaean mission to the Moroccan
conference, and the Austrian, Forth-
guette and Belgian representatiVes atthe same meeting, lolled form here today for Algeirason board the Frenchcruiser Galilee..
American Ambassador Hurrying On.
Gibraltar, Jan. 15.—The American
ambassador to Italy, Henry White,
chief of the American mission to the
Moroocan conference, arrived here today from Naples on the North Ger-e• nem Llqrd steamer Prtacess Irene.
Ihe steamer's band played the Amencan and British anthems as the Prat:s-cene Irene entered the harbor.
A steam launch of the UnitedStates cruiser Golveston ran eking.
side the liner and tools the ambassa-dor on board the Brooklyn, the flag-ship el Rear Admiral Sigebee, wherethe admiral aseembled Ms officers,
erhile al/ honor, were accorded, thewarship firing he ambassador's sa-• tete.
lb% White hope, to reach Algeci-ras before the arrival of the tithes del
egates, who are due to reach Algeci-VW it 1:30 p. m.
Germany in Pacific Mood.
Berlin, Jan. is.--Germany goes toilk Moroccan conference in • *or-e oughly pacific mood, but ready to re-sent any attempt on the part of
France or its hien& to push theFatherland into a corner or to do anytiring else savoring of humiliation or
intimidation. meals sOV..g f inge,• intimideition. The most ardent ad-vocate, of peace in Germany are per-
eunted that snob an Affront would bemore titan *e kaiser woelci tolerine,and they assert that the cometry
would rally around the emperor la-stately if German honor were to .be
Chin put to the test. It is hopedthat Fiance and Britain will realize
this at the outset, arid will govern
eltenumelve* accordingly. If they do
sot there is great danger of WI" •Phil 1111019 up German opinion on
the eve of the great diplomatic strug-
gle at Algeciras. it also tallies with
the official assurances that have been
conveye4 to the United states norms-
merit, which hal been informed that
Germany does not want war, anti thatatt Cherishes the fullest possibls eon-
fIllts•ice that war can be avoicke.•overwhelming majority of the
Krifeerni serious nubjects feel that k
would be better te make France it
present of Morocco than to provokea European ecinfiagration. Whenthey contemplate such things n taweek's annual report of the Hamburg
Anaerican etearantiip fine, showingwhat tremendous:profit& German ship
ping is earning, they realise what —Acrandung bknV war would invirrecfialtelyilea) to Overman Industry, and • Weldthat such rislt.e must not be thoughtof.
Yet It cannot he too strongly lent-.
pesseired tint than same people aroreedy to eish that indostanal prat.
perity end everything else if Prance
and Britian or any other combination
attempts to ,oventwe or isolate Ger-many or to curve& It to give Ivey inVie face of ihrer force. Sermany, hidrort, its ready to yield ninth in the
istereets Of pease, but will not inallaean hach if it ie apparent that the





ED TWO AND SUSPENDED
DECISION.
The tudge Today Goes to Nashville
to (net kointers Regarding a l'flt W
Jail Buildeng.
Yenterday in his court badge Light-
foot toot up the weirenta agelmt
Samuel Loftin, Ernest Porter, Sophia
Wilson and Concha Allen, all colored
charging than vet* stealing coal frotn
tile, reneged yards here. As a result
of the hawing the judge distnined the
charges against the Wilson and Ales
women. white Loftin end Porter got
six months is tee county j* but this
judstneed was enneendled PendingChoir good behavior..
Nannie Rhode., newest% implicated
in 'the theft, was tried several days
ago and got sin days In jail, which
time will be out today when she will
be releasel.
Goss to "Nashville.
Judge Lightfoot yesterday said
that he was going 'to Nashville, Teen.,today to kook into the manner in
whidh the erthorities of that county
erected the comity jail recently. He
wants a new jail for this county, andgoes gown to get some p•inters. At
that place the county donated the jail
site, and a private concern& put up a
big office budding, with jail and
courthouse apartmerds in same, at ex-
clusive cost of the iadividual owners.
The joke will taloa up the jail
question when the fiscal court meets
during April to decide how ranch
rnrioney Shall be spent and needed this
year by the tounty government. At
that tune if it is decided to enect a
new jail building provision for samewill be Made.
POLITICAL CORRUPTION.
Anti-Graft Meeting at Chicago—
Learaing Railroads Do Not
Own Street!.
New York, jan. is.—Ltincoln Stef-
fens, author of "The Shaine of the
Cities," addressed an "anti-graft"
meeting under the auspices of tfle.Y.
M. C. A. yesterday. Mk. Steffens toldof notable fights made in various
Aimeioan cities against political cer-
rupticia. Of Chicago he said:
"Tiry have not got good novern-
ment in micato yet, not by a great
dean but thsp have got democratic
government, at least. They have a
real sense that the streets belong to
city and not -to tie railroads. They
found, tote that the source of corrup-
tion was privilege and so they de-
termined to take away that privilege.
And that is the plan which must be
followed elsewhere."
He said it had been found neces-
sary in most cases to extend The fight
to state caligols, for the real centre
of crookedness was there.
"Tom Johnson," he said, "does not
think he will live long enough to ac-
complish the reforms he has planned,
but he has already done something
more important; he has educated the
people of Cleveland in good citizen-
ship."
Mir. Steffens said he regarded H.
If. Rogers as a victim of our extet-
ing system of political corruption,
as clearly a victim as some ward
heeler."
A Gastrotsonic Feat.
A young reralist last night took
supper at Quarrels' place, out near
the Union depot, and to him it must
have been a feast after a famine. He
was served at the lunch counter and
what he eat :tad paid for were tone
can of weines. one quarter of a
pound; two cans of bubthead oysters,
a half pound each; two cans of potted
ham, one quarter of a pound each;
one box of sardine*, a quarter pound;
a five cent pis and loaf of bread.
washing it all down with three bottles
of coca cola. Ile declared he was not
very hungry, but thought lie had
enough to last him until he reached
Mkrshalb county, from where he said
he hailed. Mlany patrons of the house
Witnessed the gastrononic teat with
Open monthed astonishment.
• Ratchet"' Organise.
Sunda, aticraoss at this Elks' ball
on North Fointh street, the nutchers
of the city 'held a meeting and de-
(tided no organize for their mutual ben
altvanicentent and protection, like
the other door, of business of Ida
city where matey eltoffar holier elite.
The butcher, selected • chnemine to
draft by-laws and oonlitillidink at* 14is sail tibt, twin ask ell Sibs seabelt
that everytoSy lsandling meat be cons
pelted tie pby a hatcher', license, like
the latter de. Their ornalinalion will
regtilete their prit' es and other feat-
ures of tflein glisilenak Ido






Officer James Clark Continues to Im-einve erotn Bullet Wounds—
Business With Officers,
Yesterday Detective Moore and
Baker arrested Clarence M. Devine of
Chicago at the postoffice, -where hehad called for a letter sent throughthe general delivery from pension
commissioner of the Windy City.
The accused was locked up on thecharge of embezzlinig $to8 from
-Siegbe, Cooper & company of Chicagolast July 3rd.
Devine says that he was arrested
once before at New Orleans upon
this charge, but the Chicago anthor-
ities did not come after him.,andl,he
was released at the Southern city.
He denies the charge lodged by the
people for whom he formerly worked.,
Being unable to give bond he was
locked up, awaiting the Chicago p0 ,,
lice who have been notified of his
interception.
Minor Charges.
M. Flipp was arrested yesterday
afternoon by Officers Hurley and
Singery upon a breach of the peace
charge.
Elmo Heath was arrested by
Officers Johnson and Hessian on the
charge of being druna.
Without Bail.
At Earlington, Ky., Major Gaither
has been committed to jail without
bail oof the murder charge against
him, he having killed Scott ifolenan.
Roth are colored and Gaither was
arrested here last Friday by Detec-
tives Moore and Baker, the latter of
whom took him back to that city.
Continues Improving.
Officer James Clark continues im-
proving at his home on Clements
street in Mechanicsburg, where he
has been confined ever since Christ-
mas day, at which time he was shot
by the wild negro Joolui Tice at
Eleventh and Broadway. The popu-
lar officer will shortly be able to
venture out upon the street, but it
will be some weeks before he can
resume his official duties.
Nothing Yet Heard.
Chief James Collins has not yet
received any word from Tunica, Miss.,
as to whether the negro here giving
the name of Bud Ballinger is in real-
ity George Jenkins, wanted there for
murdering young Clifton. Pictures
were sent down last week and it is
time something was heard from
Tunica too this effect.
Lively Serap.
Sunday right Mr. Clayton Tsuttseil
of 904 Broadway, went to his rear
yard and found a big aoo-pound
prowler there. On asking what the
intruder wanted, Luttrell got a stiff
blow as an answer. By (his time
Flagman D. C. Parker, who lives at
that home, heard the noise, run out
and the stranger tried him also. All
three mixed up, but finally the
marauder fought his way through,




's•Mrst, Shannon Jones and twin
bathes of Hickman, Ky., arrivedniere
yesterday looking for her huebOnd,
but learning he had left and tone
down the rixer, she was in a plight
until Officers Hurley and Sirsgery gob
her and children something to eat,
and Mrs. C. M. Each of Minfield,
paid their way back to Hickman for




George Alexander, colored, get
twenty years in the pen Saturday
at Henderson for criminally assault-
ing Prances Gordon, negress, near
that place, he finding her aloneat
home and committing the deed, then
robbing her of a watch. Alexander
is a Paducah derby.
Smashed Light.
Yeseerthey the telephone people
While 'fringing some wires Fifthat 
and Jeffeenon streets, let the city's
electric light on that corner tall ant
be amselhed to pieces.Saperintenikat
Keebter, of the municipal pleat, tried
to Ix it hut could not ,for last eight.
ft will .he fixed today.
Boller Not To Mr,.
As yet the new holler lot the River-
side hospital furnace hae not arrived,
but is 'cooked for miry idly. Inv-m-
enet* oh nrviying it wilt be histalied
at the institution where steam con-
tinues being tunnsbeel to heat the
tv *es *Os maw.
VOL 22, NO. 220
SCHOOL REPORTS
•••••••••••••••••m........
SENATOR CAMPBELL IS OP-
POSED TO PROPOSED
AMENDMENT.
Supt. Lieb Nearly Ready to Be in
the Sick Bed—Miss Singleton
Getting Better. - • • •
State Senator J. Wheeler Campbellwas in the city yesterday, but goesback to Frankfort this morning to
attend the state general assembly.While here yesterday W. H. Pitcherof the school board held a conferencewi* the senator regarding the
amennment proposed to the sec
clash city charter, making it so thatthe ecbods of every second classcity will have to make monthly re-ports to the snunicipal legislative au-
thatities, showing the receipts and
expenditeres of money for the ra-
seep-leg months. The doctor strongly
opelases this amendment as the kgis-
latire officers are not responsible for
the educational institutions of the
town, therefore have no right "but-,
tine In" and wanting the trustees to
repert to them.
its result of talking the matter over
eith the senator, the secretary yes-
teed* got the latter to promise to
fight the proposed arnendmient tomor-
row at Frankfort where there meets
the committee on municipalities that
has to recommend the change to the
entire legislature. Senator Camp-
bell said he believed he coul4 gest
the proposed change killed id the
committee room and never let it get
to the full board.
litaretary Pitcher wrote the school
superintendents of all other second
class cities of the state and urged
therm to oppoee the proposed change,
,but as yet he has received no reply
to his communications.
Superintendent Ailing.
Ann. C. M. Lieb, of the public
schools. is ailing considerable, but
noe sick enough to be in bed. He
was feeling very bad yesterday and
thorniest' slater force remained up and
at hie duties.
Will Be Unable.
the superintendent yesterday said
then Iffiss Istzeie Singleton was trying
to gieli back in time for the examina-
tions that will be held next week f6r
the pupils, but that she would hardly
he eSille to do so, as she is yet weak
and cannot venture away from her
home on Jackson street.
SPIKABIGAZD WITH
COPPER WIRE.
b(yeterious Murder of Wife of Mem-
ber of Chicago Typothetae.
• •••••••••••••
Chicago, Jan. T5e-Strangled to
• with three strands of fine cop-
per wire, the body of Mrs. Franklin
C. ilollister, wife of a member of'the
typothetae, was found today at 368
Blether avenue. A large force of de-
tects was immediate!y put to work
tsa mystery.
ION. Hollister left her borne at 498
Fullerton avenue early yesterday
morning to sing at the funeral of o
friend Since that time she had not
beim seen by members of her family,
and last night the police were asked
to lad her.
Pt search was instituted and came
to e close this morning when the
body wae found half concealed under
a Rile of rubbish In the inclosed yard
Of 'Mtwara Ivens, at 368 Belden
aveuee. The fine wire, cutting deep-l' into the flush of the neck, showed
plentty that death had been from
strangulation. There was evidence
also that M'rs. Hollister had struggled
vigorously against her assailant or
reallaats.
A bruise appeared on the right of
the Sorehead and a dent was evidence
o fbo left side "of the head, as if
a Stow had been street or the bodar
had fallen on the head when thrown
over the fence.
Three rings which Mrs. Hollister
wore nu her right -hand were missing.
her. Iliikqlitter "and the police, after
lenettilmation, inferred that she was
murdered and robbed in the daytime
and her body thrown on the refuse
pae some time at night.
Snit Case Lost.
Mr. C J. Grouse reported to the
!
police Sunday that tie gave his suit
csoe to a negro at the river, to carry
flame, to The Palmer, he paying the
dart" ten ceets. That is the last he
lies new e fthe case that contained
cliallfffeg and samples.
Erownoville, Tenn., gad a iss,soo
Oft PINITerely. 11 was Is the busi-
ness center. Vie oil Gretna note,
woo gatted.
thdlassalffs fog lie By Thagiallia.
serriliesiereris_
New York, Jan. 13.—Samuel Hum-
phreys, who was charged with baying
taken part in negotiating the sale of
Norfolk & Western forged certifi-
cates, made a statement today ad-
mitting his connection with the case
according to the police.
He admitted that be is "Mr. Col-
lins, of Boston," who, posing as a
client of Setae, tried to borrow
money on two of the certificates from
Barnard & Clarke, and that he is the
Mysterious E. Mi. Green, of Pittsburg,
who offered the certificates which led
to the detection of the forgeries.
A detective who is connected with
the case said today that it was prob-
able that less than a half dozen tal
the certificates actually got into cir-
culation, and that the operators got
little money for them.
BROTHER OF FORMER
PRESIDENT CLEVELAND
. Columbus, 0., Jan. 15.—Rev. W. N.
Cleveland, brother of former Presi-
dent Grover Cleveland, who has been
stricken with paralysis, is in an un-
conscious condition at the home of
his son here and the doctors say
that his death is only a matter of
few hoots. He is a retired ritinitster
of the Presbyterian church.
MAYOR LEAM THE EXPENDITURES
GOES'TO FRANKFORT TO AT-TEND COMMITTEE
MEETING.
Which the Council Will Per-
mit During Year.
Th.„..se e;" "1 
4 :If .1,1;7 I2.7.'?E'.AT.IONS
aeopueecau esayer pre tz.se
ARE CUT LARGELY
Osent- B. Starks.
Today at noon Mayor Yeiser willleave for Frankfort to be present to-morrow at the Capitol hotel at themeeting of the committee on muni-cipalities from the state legislature.He was last night by the council andaldermen authorized to go up andrid represent this municipality at thecommittee, gathering, therefore takeshis departure at noon today. He ex-pects to gel back here Thursdaynight, and while he is out of thecity President Oscar B. Starks of the
aldermanic body will be mayor protern.
This committee on municipalities
brings up all legislative bills looking
towards changing the laws govern-
ing cities over the state, and the
mayors or other official representa-
tives from different cities will be
there, especially of second class,
which includes Paducah, as .many
amendments are to be offered to the
charter under which those towns
work. It is because of this pertinent
legislation in contemplation that the
delegates all will be there, as usually
what the ccrnemittee refuses to recom-
mend is killed by the house.
State Senator J. Wheeler Campbell
is here from Frankfort, but goes back
this morning to be at the committee
meeting, of which he is a member.
Representative Louis P. Head arrived
here yesterday front Bowling Green,
where he went andi Sunday installed
the new Eagles lodge, he being
president of all the Kentucky lodges
of this order. He also goes back
today with the others, in time for
the committee gathering.
HUMPHREYS CONFESSES
TO THE NEW YORK POLICE
Went Under Two Names With Seton
Iin Floating Forged Norfolk &
Western Certificates.
Alleged Aceomplice.
Ramsom Mitchell, colored, was ar-
rested yesterday by Officers Emile
Gourieux on the charge of being an
accomplice to the theft of $29 sev-
eral nights ago from VVialter Marbry,
colored, at Mitchell's home on
Eleventh and Court streets. Soveral
were sleeping in the same room 4nd
Marbry missed his money whet', fie
awoke the next morning.
John W. Hill, former chief of the
filtration bureau of Philadelphia, who
war removed by Mayor Weaver for
alleged grafting, and who was eubp-
quently indicted and recently tried on
the charge indicated, was acquired on
the preemptory instructions of the
presiding judge. On the result of the
trial being announced Hill was given
an ovation, the first to congratulate
him. being members of the jury aghich
sat in hie case. •
Morales, the deposet.president of
Santo Domingo, has voluntarialiy re-
signed his office. nie will leave the
island ferthwith if not already gone.
This will check the insurrection on
the island.
1)r. W. .W. Thil, of llophissviPle,
died Moaday He was the nidest
phesielas im tin plass.
•
The Reductions Will It Is Thought,Be Sufficient to Cut the
Tax Levy.
COMPARISON OF AWARDS
WITH THOSE LAST YEAR.
......"---.,
Last night as the meeting of the
councilmen and aldermen in the Ctiy
Hlall general aisecr'sb- ly chamber they
decided upon what money they would
want this year for the respective
municipal departments, as herewith
shown. The total is $193,805 needed
for the departments, but on top of
this The city schools get 35 cents
special levy upon each $too worth of
taxable peoperty, which will be equal
to about $35,000 of $4o,ocio. This willrun the total revenue needed in the
entirety, up to about $235,000.
By the above figures it will be
seen that the appropriation for the
street department is cut down $re,-
000 this year as compared with last,
the fire department is cut down
$2,000, the police appropriation is re-
duced $1460, time electric light plant
is cut $2,o0o, the water department
increased $1,000, the City Hall cut
down$ $5o0, pauper and charity cut
$3,000, interest decreased $2,000,
library reduced $e5oo, floating debt
knocked down about $6000, •and costs
of suits made nothing, instead of
$5.000 as last year.
All the members of both boards
were present as the committee of
the whole that decided on the differ-
ent amounts wanted, with exception
of Alderman Charnblin and Council-
man Kolb, former of who is out iif
the city and latter confined at home
'abed sick. 
, er 'Mayor Yeiser was cliarjpnetr ff the
committee. 
• assa • 1'4
The boards laaofc already about
settled on most' of their figures and
they were called off and filled in, in
the apportionment ordinance.
During their arguments upon the
respective funds the boards evidenced
their intention of onlyenaintahlingaind
keeping up the public streets out of
the $18,00o allowance. Last year
$38,00o was allowed that department,
but out of this cense the bridges,
fills, culverts, etc., which is not is-
clucied in this $18,000 assignment.
The boards will ltal e what they needt
for fill, bridges, et ,,out of the big
contingent fund wh la was last year
only $t,5oo, but this time raised to.
$25,eno, in order thee could meet
whatever emergency desires). A mo-
tion was made to add $18,000 to the
$25,000 contingent fund, for a new
bridge Across Island Creek at Fourth
street, but this lost by a vote of 9
to 9. A motion was also mlille to add
$te,000 for additional apparatus at the
city's electric light plant, but this
lost by a vote of 12 to 6.
From the .expression of the mem-
bers it is seen they just apportioned
what mo'ney is absolutely needed to
run 'different departments and make
the improvements imperative, while
out of the contingent fund will be
taken the money for extra improve-
trient 9 decided on, Their talks
shoied the main money to be drawn
from * contingent fund is to be fee
bridges, fills, improvements to the
electric light plant, etc. The salaries
are fixed' and there is no need of
money beyond the apportionment,
while the fire department will be com-
pelled to live witbin' its alloted sum,
as will the police department, as the
fixed salaries of the patrolmee, do
not demand anything being taken
from the contingent fund. The
water, Riverside hospital, pauper and
charity, library interest, etc., are all
fixed expenditures and there is no
need for exceseivs drain upon the
sum, allowed.
In apportioning lie fire deiporemsat
its amount thrurembere did et. with
the anderstsseling *At it woo to pay
the running expenses, diem leere
enough to buy Ssaoo feet of new base
needed, put an addition to the &past
ment at Fourth sad ninabetli slindts
so there coed be stationed ?bete lie
fire engine will be seeded, oho OW
two homes for engine, and wandos
another driver and another enabling-
These were all the improvements sae-
implated- in thie department. Thin
engine is needed at the Smelt gille
degartuarat Sor use &wing onalbuirs-
tioos in the factor, di*** 1110 Om
(Coationsi es rip five..)
ABLE TO BE OUT
MR. BRENT JANES OUT UPON
THE STREETS YES-
TERDAY.
Parrish Jones Taken to the .City
Hospital on Account of Epilepsy
—Other Injured.
Mr. Brent Janes was able to be out
upon the streets yesterday for the
first time in several weeks, but he is
not yet strong enough to resume his
duties at the furniture factory. He
is quite weak as result of the opera-
tion performed on him last month at
Riverside hospital for stomach
trouble. He was confined there in a
private ward for several weeks.
Attack of Pits.
Parrish Jones, white, was yesterday
admitted to the c harity ward at
Riverside hospital, he being in the
throes of a severe attack of fits that
rendered his condition quite serious.
The authorities found him out at the
little spoke factory near the Union
depot, and he was taken to the in-
stitution by Driver John Austin in the
patrol wagon.
Continues Improving.
Miss Fannie Smith continues im-
proving at their }Lome near Wood-
ville with her attack of pneumonia,
and now she is out of danger, and
will shortly be able to sit up.
MT. Pat Atkinson is able to sit up
also at his room in the New Rich-
mond hotel where he has .1:wen con-
fined the past week or two with pneu-
monia. For several days he was at
death's doer, but finally pulled
through alright.
Major Doing Alright.
Word yeeterlay from Mayfield was
that Mejor George Saunders was
doing alright, but it will be some days
before he is able to get out upon
the leg in which he was accidentally
shot by his own revolver falling from
his pocket and going off.
Operated On.
Turner Harrison of the Lone Oak
section, has been operated on by Drs.
Purcell, Pendley and others for a
cleft palate that made it very hard
for him to talk.
Horse Ran Away.
The horse and buggy of Mr. F. J.
Bergdoll yesterday started running
away at Ninth and Ohio streets, and
ran to 12th and Norton, when it
stopped. M. Bergdoll was thrown
out, but drily painfully bruised.
•
Thrown F70112 Buggy.
Mee:thomas Allen of" Arcadia .as
coming to sown yesterday rpt11ing,
when he drove over a stut in the
road and was throws Doane' is buggy
with force sufficient to bfeak several
ribs that were dressed by Dr.
Horace Rivers. The vehicle in ca-
reciting to one side dumpted him out
Hit by Engine.
Adolph Lawrence, ee Swede, sat
down on the concrete plaiTerm at the
Union depot yesterday morning at 9
o'clock awl fell off to sleep. A pass-
ing freight engine struck him, and
broke the left collarbone and several
ribs. He was taken to Riverside
hospital for treatment by City Physi-
cian Bass. The engineer thought the
man was awake and would get up on
approach of the engine, but by time
he discovered 'he sleeping condition





Rev. Chilei Is Still Working on
Question of Buying Rescue Mis-
sion Building. •
Sunday evening the rscord break-
ing crowd attended the huge First
Baptist church revival, as about goo
were tureed away. Rev. Gates
preached on the second floor of the
building, but when that was packed
with people,- an overflow gathering
was opened downstairs by Rev. Hill.
Soon this was jammed to capacity,
and Rev. G. M. McNeilly then -opened
services ae the First Christian church
for benefit of those who could not get
in the Baptist church. It is estimated
et. over, 1,000 was at the latter place
# the doors leading upstairs had
? he locked as it was not deemed
to let them pack in so numerous-
y fee fear something may occur in
cat.  of accident.
Rescue Mission.
'Rev. Chiles of the Reseue Mission
of Smith Third 'street is stile work-
ing on the proposition of getting up,
funds sufficient to buy the huildi
rig
he is occupying for church purposes.
The owners 'agree to sell, but mu
st
have an answer shortly as to wheth
er
Rev, Chile, will ibtly, but he-ca
nnot





ville, mpde two Very strong and en-
tertaining talks Sueday morning and
evening At the First --Presbyterian
church. He is the secretary for the
ministerial educational department of
the Southern Presbyterian Synod
and a very learned man.
—Tomorrow the pay car fer
Illinois Central will arive here
pay off its employes. Tomorrow
night and the evening follow'ng the
retail stores will keep open for ac-
commodation of the railroad trade.
—The passenger train due in at
3 o'clock from St. Louis by way of
Brookport was an hour or two late
yesterday afternoon on account of the
strong wind making it impossible for





MANY INDULGED IN DANCE
LED BY MR SHER-
WIN.
The Matinee Musicale Club Will
Hold "Open Session" Tomorrow
Evening at Eagle Quarters.
A very large crowd was at The Pal-
mer last evening indulging in the ger-
man given by the Cotillion club. The
pbeasure-stekers remained late in-
dulging in the mazzy. The german
was led by Mr. John Sherwin.
Open Meeting.
Tomorrow afternoon the Matinee
Mus, -le club will have its "open
meetne at the Eagle quarters, at
which time every member will be per-
mitted to bring with them one
visitor. Professor Harry Gilbert's
compositions will be the subject for
discussion and rendition, under lead-
ership of Mrs. George Flournoy.
Delphic Club.
This morning the Delphic club
holds its meeting at the library build-
ing on Ninth and Broadway,
The soo Club.
Inc Five Hundred Club will be en-
tertained this afternoon at the .resi-
dence of Miss Elizabeth Sinnott, on
Ninth and Monroe streets.
Afternoon at Cards.
Many friends were charmingly en-
tertained yesterday afternoon by Mrs.
C. C. Warren, at her home in the
Scott flats, on Seventh and Broadway.
The gathering was complimentary to
Mrs. Matt W. Rawls, of Evansville,
Ind., who is the guest of Mrs. War-
ren this week.
Entre Nous Club.
Tomorrow afternoon the Entre
Nous club will be entertained by Miss
Monima Hopkins, at the home of her
aunt, NITS. James E. English, of
Fountain avenue and Jefferson street
.
ORDER COPIES
DISMISS AS REGARDS CERTAIN
PARTIES IN BIG MINE
SUIT.
Order Received for Temporary In-
junction in Judson Pierce Case
—Other Legal News
Clerk J. R. Turyear, of the U. S.
court here, yesterday received an or-
der from Judge Evans, of that trib-
unal at Louisville. dismissing without
prejudice as regard, Leganback &
Morton, the suit of W. II. Mann and,
others against the Marion Zinc com-
pany. The litigation is then remand-
ed to the Lisingeton circuit court for
trial.
There was also received by the
clerk the order in the temporary in-
junction suit the judge tried several
Weeks ago, wherein the Judson Pieret
estate is enjoined temporarily from
collecting the judgment it got in ths
state courts against the I. C. on ac-




The Hopkinsville paper says three
more warrants have been taken out
titre by the city authorities against
C6 tractors George Gardner and
Charles Robertson, of Paducah, cha.rg
ing them with not putting back in
proper condition the public stree
ts
they have excavated while petting
down the sanitary saewerage system
,
for which they hold the contract.
Discharges.
Robert L. Knight yesterday was
granted a discfharge in bankruptcy,
the documeet arriving from Judge
Evans at Louisville. The fallowing
cases were ordered closed: John H.
Nimmo and Wm. 0: Ellington, of
Marshall county, and Harrison F.
Keeling, of Graves county.
Objections Piled.
Objections. were yesterday filed in
the bankrupt court to the discharge
of Taylor 0. Fisher, -the tobacc
onist
who filed hie Petltion some motelis
ago. Ten days in which to file pro-
testing evidence was given the corn-
flainants. ik




CORA M'MANUS GOT THAT
AMOUNT AGAINST CAR
COMPANY.
Dr. J. D. Smith Got Judgmuit for
Siso Againa Same Concern—
Injunction Suit.
In the circuit court yesterday the
jury brought in a verdict awarding
plaintiff $335 damages in the suit of
Cora McManus against the Paducah
City Railway company, The plain-
tiff was istepping from a car at Sixth
and Husbands streets when the mo-
torman etarted up too suddenly and
throwing her to the ground, caused
pcinfte injuries. Charley Wheeler rep
resented the losing "sides
There is now with the jury the lit-
igation of Laura Hemmers against the
street railway company, she claiming
damages on account of injuries re-
ceived.
The jury gave plaintiff judgment
for $150 damages in the suit of Dr.
J. D. Smith, Se, against the Pad
u-
cah City Railway company. Charley
Wheeler represented the defendant,
sician was alighting from a car. at
sician, was alighting frogs a car at
Ninth and Broadway, and this threw
the physician to the street and pain-
fully injured hint.
There was set for trial on the 25th
day of this term of court, .the action
of E. R. Miller agairrst C. V. Ewell.
A jury wee awarded in the matter.
In the divorce suit of E. R. Dutt
against Emma V. Dutt, the defend
-
ant moved to the court that she be
allowed money for her maintenance
during pendency of the suit.
An order was issued instructing Re-
ceivers Cecil Reed and Felix G. Ru-
dolph, of the People's Home Perches
ing company, to sell tie property
deeded back to the defunct con
cern
by J. Victor Voris and Zoe Hansen
,
who borrowed money from the 
pur-
chasing company, built houses and
then mortgaged them to the corpor-
ation, 'to secure the loan.
Until tomorrow was defendant giv
-
en to make an answer in the suit
 of
J. R. Cheatham against H. P.. Ha
w-
kins for money plaintiff daims de
-
-fendant owes him.
L. P. Dilk was excused from fur-
ther service upon the jury and J. R.
Denny substituted.
Garner Injunction Suit.
The injunction suit of John C. Gar
nee of Marshall county, against Sher
if Dave Reeves, of that county, is set
for tomorrow before Judge Reed, but
the latter said yesterday he did not
know whether he would take same up,
as there was no especial °occasion
for unnecessary rush. The litigation
is to test the action of the Mars
hall
county authorities. in compelling ev-
ery male inhabitant to pay $
1 each
year to the fund used for repair:rig
and building county public roads.
Bench Resumed.
Judge Reed resumed the bench yes
terday, after a two weeks' sickness,
but is not yet entirely himsele again,
being pretty weak. He believes he
is strong enough to stand *up end r
the strain withom a relapse.
•
BOTH ESTATES
BA LDRY TOOK CHARGE OF
COGHIL AND SMITH ES-
TATES.
Dr Will A. Hank Left His Posses-
sions to His Sister. Miss Um
Hank—County Court News.
In the county court yeeterdas J.
D. Baldry qualified as administra
tor
of the esstates of the late John Co
g-
hill and R. L. (Pomp) Smith, 
both
of whom died within a few days 
of
each other et Woodville last week o
f
:,neeimonia, at the same home.
Deputy County Clarks
J. DI Carneal has been selecte
d
a deputy coiney clerk for the Grah
am
ville election of the rural dist
ricts,
while John Smith has also been 
se-




Pineperty lying on the Paducah and
Bentob road has been sold by 
Mrs.
C. H.' Brooks to Martha A. 
Gibson
for $1 and other considerations, a
nd
the deed filed for record with 
• the
comity clerk yeseeray.
I. M. Meyersebought from T. B.
Bearden for $400, land lying in 
the
'county.
Sarah. D. Couftwey transfeered to
R. H.. Willingham for $7,325, 
land
lying out in the county. .
X. A. Cross bought propert
y on
West Jefferson street from Geo
rge C.
Thompson for $45O•
W. C. O'Brien .sold to R. W
.
Chiles for $75, property In 
th-
O'Bryan addition to the city.
Licensed to Marry.
Charier* Edwards, aged 33, and Mi
l-
likrIllace. aged 22, of Marshall coma
ty, irt-re yesterday licensed by ,
tha
clerk to arty. A colored , 
Coeplie
procurin licenee was; Gar
field
Welsh, aged 25, and Dow 'Blanch,
aged 29, of this cites The groom in
the latter instance is the porter for
Lendler & Lydon's shoe „houses
'Will Hank's Will..
There was filed for probate yester-
dey in the county court, the will of
the late Dr. William A. Hank, who
died in Phoenix, Arizona, and was
brought here and buried. He left ev-
erything to his sister, Miss Map
Hank, while his brother, Harry Hank,
is appointed executor of the docu-
ment without bond. The will was
written January x4411), roo3.,
For complicity in the killing of Rep
resenta4ive J. J. C. Howard, in Clay
county last spring, Greed Bengt was




The Black Patti Troubadours from
whose ranks have developed many il-
lustrious and accomplished stage
geniuses and which is now considered
the most perfect and best 'equipped
aggregation of colored singers and
dancers in the world, will be the at-
traction at the Kentucky on Thurs-
day night.
The company this season which in-
cludes Black Patti, (Mme.Sisseretta
Jones) the greatest singer of her
race, John Rucker, "The Alabama
Blossom" Al Watts, the droll mimic,
Harry Kratton, the wonderful hoop
roller, Chauncey Ver Valin, the musi-
cal wizard and two score others will
be seen in the embellished laughing
and swell specialty hit—"Looney
Dreamland," "The Pinafore Review,"
"Southland Scenes," anti a very fine
vaudeville olio.
All the acts will be presented with
appropriate scenery, costumes and
illuminating effects and an augmented
chorus. Black Patti will appear as
Josephine in the 15-minute review of
Gilbert & Sullivan's "Pinafore" also
in the "Southland Scene." The latter
number will introduce the accom-
plished star in a series of picturesque
scenes illustrating the negro fo!lc
songs and dances. "The Swaunee
River," "Kentucky Home," "Dixie"
and other old. time darkey melodles
will be rendered by Black Patti and





"The Wizard of Oz" and the fam-
ous adventurers of "The Sca
re
Crow" and "The Merry Tin Woo
d-
man" through the wonderous "La
nd
of Nod," are tales familiar to all 
of
tie—big and-little. Who among
 us
has not followed them in their 
merry
mythical wonderings. "The 
Scare
Crow" and "The Merry Tin W
ood-
man" have both been brought
 to
real life in fpmous stage im
persona-
tions that are startlingly real.
In "The King of Tramps." 
which
comes to The Kentucky on eatu
rday,
matinee and night, there is a 
young
mail, M. Clyde Long, whose
- stage
portrayal and character ma
keup of
"The Scarecrow" is said to 
be a little
short if marvelous. Cri
tics pro-
nounce it as being stage creati
on, be-
yond comparison, one tha
t must be
seen to be appreciated. In 
scarecrow
langualee he is described as 
teeing a
person with a "stuffy tired 
feeling at
timeS a little shaky on 
his pins.
SMTVC take him for a man
 of straw,
but be doesn't care a 
straw for that,
and his wopdrous 'broad
 smile Is a
sight to behold." The 
scarecrow
dance as dcrie by Mr. 
Long is one
of the hits of the sh
ow.











THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HA/
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATC
H
FOR THE SrALL. SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARZ SELLING AT 6 CENT
S PL..
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY i%c PER SING
LE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BE
AUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT Sc, 
roc, rsc, 20C
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PR
ICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. INEV/ PA NELL EFFECT, INGR
AINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVICA
BLE COL-
OR AND LOVELY. AFP'RINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. A
LL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. .ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECT
S IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE
-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL
 LINE
OF HEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES,
 WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS.AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. 'CALL AND SEE OUR -NICE LINE OF SAMPLES
 AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
CtIVR YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C.O. I_IMM
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
EDGAR W." WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY'
OADUCAH REAL ESTAT+... WESTERN
 ICEN'TUCKY FARMI IASI
!MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTM
ENT. VETTIStrl
EENTUOCY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND HUM
 LIST





Elect on Return of Paper
s—
Other Business Points.
Yesterday the stockholders 
of the
Katterjohn Brick company 
held a
meeting and elected the 
officer, for
this year, as follow*: Willi
am Ritter-
john, president; George 
Katterjohn,
vice president; Henry 
Katterjohn,
secretary and treasurer, and. 
John Kat
te rj ohm superintendent. 
The c orn-
pony is that irtaintained 
here for
years, doing a brick and 
contracting






The Facets-Acne Lumber 
company
that incorporated lame week 
will elect




sent there for (record in the 
state of-
fices.
1 , New Manager Here.
Mee J. F. tuft andewife ha
ve mov-
cdtehrre from Owensboro, 
Ky., to
make their hotree, the former
 being
manager of the Levy ladies'..ta
iforing
establishment . Mr. Lee-et/
eters- one
between 'litre and Oweneboso
 here-
after. Mr.' tuft was evith him 
at the
Owensboro ..housee for • metal
 'Years,











at close of business, Dec. 3o, 1905.
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts . . • • ••1177,19
6 54
Stocks and Bonds 
2,133o ea
Furniture and Fixtures 
2,000 00












A DIVIDEND OF 2% PER CENT WAS DE
CLARED OUT
OF THE NET EARNINGS OF THE PAST 
SIX MONTHS
AND CREDITED TO THE STOCKHOLDERS 
ENTITLED
TO SAME. PAYABLE ON DEMAND









30 SOUTH THIRDISTI, 
PADUCAH, KY
MAIM, EFIN6LR & CO. 
J. K. HENDRICK. 5.0. 
MILLER Lemon Chill Tonic
WM. MARBLE.
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL mtg.
A PURE BLOOD REMED
Y.
WILL CURE NERVOUS T
ROU-
BLES AND WILL REST
ORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO
 PER-
FECT HEALTH.







Rooms r, a and 3 Register Bun
d-
l
ing, 23 7-2 Broadway.
L
Practice in all the courts of 
the





Btidweiser as it leaves the brew kettles is conveyed into
..ilass -Enameled fermenting vats. After fermentation it is lagered
(aged) from four to five months in Glass-Lined Steel Tanks before it is
bottled. 200 mammoth Glass Tanks in this building (Stock House
No. 10) are required for this purpose. The capacity of these tanks is
200,000 barrels or 62,000,000 bottles of Budweiser.
Budweiser is, therefore, in Glass from the time it is brewed until
it is consumed.
The King of Bottled Beers
in 1905 scored a sale of
Cleanliness, unceasing Care, Knowledge and Skill have resulted
in a Beer so GOOD, and of such UNVARYING QUALITY, that
it has made possible the building and maintenance of
Covers 128 Acres—more than 70 City Blocks
Total Storing Capacity — 600,000 Barrels
Gives employment to more than 6,000 people
Sales for 1905 1,403,788 Barrels of Beer).
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n - St. Louis, U.S.A.
J. H. Steffen, Mgr.,vAnheuser.Busch pranch,,
•
lea
This huge building, 347 feet
long, 98 feet wide and 7 stories high,
contains:
200 mammoth Glass Enameled
Steel Tanks used solely for the
lagering (ageing) of Budweiser.
Each Glass Tank weighs 16
Tons, is 70 feet long, 9 feet in
diameter, and holds i,000 barrels
of beer.
The combined capacity of the
200 tanks is 200,000 Barrels, or
62,000,000 Bottles of Budweiser.
These Glass Enameled Steel




at a ,cost of over half a million
dollars.
It required eight months' time
to manufacture 4ern, and over five
miles of freight cars to deliver them
to the Brewery. .
This however is °ply the first
installment. The proved superiority
of glass over wood for the lagering
Niland storing of Beer haecided
the Anheuser - Busch Brewing
Ass'n to equip the entire brew-








REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO., ,
(Incorporated)
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year $5.00
Six Months  250
Three Months  1.25
• One Week . to
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter. to




4. NION ae '
Tuesday Morning, Jan. 115, 1906.
When Morales, president of San
Domingo ran from his enraged peo-
ple he hid le a cave. As he couldn't
pull the 'hole in after him he did the
next beet thing, he quit the presi-
dency and exiled himself. Morales
may have been politically foolish, but
he proved he was no fool when it
tame to freedom or the prison if snot
worse. a 
7 .
'Phere are.diplematte aprose the wa-
ters who seem to Think the United
'States should settle the Moroccan
controversy. Clearly these people
hold to the idea that the American
eagle as the "dove of peace" has noth
ing to do but work away from. 'home.
M the Monroe doctrine won't reach
so far as albrocco this country in the
conference will likely do no more than
, look after its interest. Europe must
settle the Moroccan trouble herself.
Considerable to-do is being made
in Washington because the govern-
-rnetvt is without transports. Well,
svhat of it The government .didn't
have them in the days of the war with
Spain but she got them wben want-
ed. It is we'd/ Tough to have battle-
ships to put on a bold front with if
they do rot in play service, but there
is no need to waste money in buying
up a lot of old hulks, to hold for use
ae transports and find them not serv-
iceeble when wanted. If government
-reneoce is to be wasted let it he in
high prices paid for shipping oaten
needed. but 'not mow. The ' 'iooks
Put/(too much like folly-, to put ' mildly,to di Fac uss •
If there as a gubernatorial bee in
the bonnet of Hercules Hadley, says
the St. Louis Republic. he will do
melt to win his case against the Stand
ord Oil company. Though the Re-
public may not have intended its re-
mark as such It makes a 'fling at Mr.
Hadley which is calculated to do harm
in diecounting the purpose of his
present. fight, .now being made before
a lawful commission in New York,
to prove the Standard Oil eompany
is in a combine to control the oil
trade in Missouri and therefore Moe
ceptible to the ouoing laws of that
state, and to encourage his enemies in
using the declaration to justify them
in throwing mud at the gentleman,•?f
which they are now sifficiently guilty.
It matters little if Hadley is a repubt
'lican; be is performing his duty as he
sees it and the welfare and laws of
I'Pliseotwi demand and the Republic
and al.) other papers of the mate, to
be connietent, !Mould applaud him and
thus hold up his hand. Flings at
Haakyai work read eo much like the
partisan flings at Folk's great work
a that the itepirblic should he aoth to
ever be guilty of such work. It mat-
ters not that among the thoughtful
people such thingy only refkct upon
those guilty; they :deo Meer those
in the rack arid should not he written
and printed. •
Kentucky Putting the Lids On.
Under the caption above the Loui::
vale Herald reviews some facts which
justify the declaration the words con-
tain, pointedly saying:
"Kentucky is busy -putting liats on.
At Richmond the new mayor, the
Hon. Clone/we E. Woods., took in his
inaugural address strong grounds for
the strict enforcement of the law
against all forms of crime, especially
againat the illegal sale of liquor and
against gambling. ale leas the .p-
lice that if the law in these vital re-
, spects is not enforced there will soon
be some new faces seen on the Rioh-
enotali.police squad. olasnov O'Brien.
of-Paris, hasoadvised ill the saloon-
keepers of that city that the police
bare received strict inetructione to en-
force the law againei one and all.
Maysville, Mt Sterling and many
'Kentucky towns are moving In
the same safe directien of strict en-
forcement of the law. "All these
things," rightly' says the Fleming
burg Times-Democrat, ameerts some-
thing. 'They meats that the people
ane demanding a more rigid enforce-
inafrt of tihe law and more rigid laws
to be enforced. -
"But more than all, it Means that
'people are tired of raising ap sons to
be ruined 'as' the enrichment of the
salooniet aid the gambler. Let every
man and woman rally for the right,
and a brighter day will soon dawn
upon us.' The world is getting tired,
and Kestucky, with it, very tired, in-
deed, of lawiees people and lawless
lack of self-control. Lawful recrea-
tion end needed relaxation are one,
lawless overindulgence and loss of
self-restraint another proposition'.
Employers of labor are willing to pay
well for efficient labor. They can-
not afford to coy, and will not pay,
for the other kind. The Coebin La-
borer tells of the recent discharges
of eoteral men from the Louisville &
alaehiville shops and trains because
of charges preferred against them of
being drunk and disorderly, and loaf-.
ing around saloons. Twenty of the
latest to be discharged have been, it
appears, dropped from the company's
pay roll not for being drunk and dis-
orderly, but for loafing around drink-
ing places. The Laborer explains:
"'We are certainly in an aere of
great things. Some of the railroad
boys this week were 'fired' for being
ir. saloons, disclaimed guilt and de-
manded the proof. The ingenious
work of the kodak was presented
with their photos and surroundings,
which was so strikingly sealistic that
their 'right hand .almoslb forgot its
cunning and their tongues almost
clove to the roof of their mouths.'
When they recovered they said:
'Some fellow ought to be killed."
"The efficient employe, however
sober, can never increase his efficien-
cy—cannot, indeed, keep it up to a
safe standard of, efficiency—by keep-
ing low computer.
"Happy augury for Kentucky that
she is everywberepattine lid of steel




The Rayner relolution introduced
into the senate as an amenchnent to
the pending Milian resolution on the
Santo °milord ' karestion in accord
with the genius of the Monroe Doc-
trine and also with American tradi-
tions and practices until within ecent
years. The' resolution in effect de-
clares that theUnited States should
not undertake to assume liabilities for
the Latin republics to the aouth of
es, nor interfere with any European
power dealing with those republics
unless the appropriation of their ter-
ritofy is threatened or an effort is
made to subvert their political insti-
tutions. It also declares that the
United States should not attempt to
collect the, claims of its citizens in
these countries by threats of war.
But the construction Mr. Rayner
put on this resolution in his speech
was that European powers should not
be allowed to seize the ports of
American republics for the purpose of
collecting debts by administering the
customs revenues. That the Monroe
Doctrine extends that far may well
be made a matter of serious dispute.
What Jresident Monroe said in the
famous message of 1823 was "We
owe it to candor and to the amicable_
relations existing between the United
States and the allied powers to de-
clare that we should consider any
attempt on their part to extend their
system to any portion of this hemis-
phere as dangerous to our peace and
.safety." This was said because of
the threat of certain continental pow-
ers of Europe denominated the Holy
Alliance to subdue Spain's revoked
colonies and bring them again tunler
monarchial rule. It meant plainly
that European nations shotfla make
no conquests in America, nor under-
take the overthrow of republics on
this side of the Atlantic. It did not
mean that these republics should not
be made to pay their just debts.
Whether or not President R6ose-
velt has transcended hi-4 roithority in
having our government act as a re-
ceiver in the case of the bankrupt
republic of Santo Domingo is a differ-
ent question, hut the president's pob-
icy is a wiser one than that Mir.
Rayner seems to propose. The
Maryland Senator would deny the
European powers the right to col-
lect their debts, and yet fake no
steps to see that they get! what is
due them. That is, h ewonld make
of the.Mionroe Doctrine not only an
aegis to the liberties of ,the Latin
Americans, but a shield to protect
their dishonesty. Mr. • Roosevelt
thought it wiser, by means of an
agreement with the Dominican gov-
ernment, to administer the republic
revenues and pay, its debts than to
raise a quarrel with European nations
on the subject, or risk the results of
those nations using violence on a
country so near our shores. The
president is nevet greatly troubled
by constitutional or legal barriers in
the way of what he consiaers a proper
action, but what he did- in this par-
ticular instance was not without wis-
dom, and it appears to have worked
eittiefactorily.
The onroe Doctrine seemed to
he a ve y 'clear stateanent at the time
of its anntmeiaticm, bait it has be-
come tther elastic as well as corn-
plant in .its latterday application.
sCionened inns baveNchanged so radically
nroe's time that what was
rr
co
ly meant in the famous message
4 have 'little force now. Thep*




GING ,PAINS? 'Real• • ofShen;vood, Te.nn. "My healthW;S bad and I could hardly do myin womb," writes Mrs. Ina Baytes
"I had deagging pains and fall-
This 
wary. Catdui cured me."
Women suffer agonies hem pains of which men have no comprehension. One of .
these is that awful, bearing-down or dragging pain, which so often, in some women, forms
a part of the monthly sickness, and in others continues-from rmenth.to month, week to week,
day to day, 'till death itself would often be welcomed as a relief. What does it mean? It
means, probably, that your womb is bent, twisted, turned inside out, or falling down, as a
result of a certain weakness of those muscular fibers, which are supposed to keep it straight
and hold it in place. It means, that if'you do not take immediate steps to cure this trouble
you may become an invalid for life. It means,' that you must lose no time, but go for relief
and cure, to the one medicine which will be sure to benefit and cure you, as it has bene-
fited and cured a million other happy, rejoicing women, viz:
WRITE US
A iminsit
freely and frankly, in strictest confidence, telling
us all your symptoms and troubles. We send
free advice (in plain sealed envelope) how to cure
thein. Address: Ladies' Advisory Dept., The
Chattanooga Medicine Ce., Chattanooga, Tenn.
WINE 
CAROL' I WomanOF Rim
of absolutism in Europe, and had the
Holy Alliance wiped out Republican
government in Latin America as its
contemplaed, there was serious dan-
ger that it might extend its interfer-
ence to our own country. It was not
so much President Monroe's bold
declarmion that stayed its hand as
th- knowledge that this declaration
was instigated and backed by the
British Prime Minister. The Hotly
Alliance is now a matter of histoiy.
Absoluteism no longer exists in any
of the countries that composed it and
the United States has no remote fear
of an attempt on the part of a com-
bination of European powers to over-
throw its liberties. It may still be-
hoove us to maintain some kind of
protectorate over the nearby Latin
republics, but our interests in this
respectcan be better judged; by pres-
ent conditions than any limited ad-
herence to what was said in a mes-
sage seventy-five years ago.
Civic Reform:
(Nashville Banner.) •
Mayor McClellan of New York be-
gins his second term of offie with a
pronounced alevrininatipoi ' eeigive
the city a clean, eftci*gt ain poem
government." His decleratiein 'that it
wie be his ambition to retire at the
end of his term With the conscious-
ness of having advanced the city in
good eovernrnent and civic righteous-
ness gives little comfort of hope to
the boodlers and grafters. Of course.
it is not to be expected that there
will be a complete reform in every
department and detail of municipal
administration in the great city of
New York, but the evident purpose
of Miayor McClellan is to remove city
affairs as far as possible from the
corrupt influence and control of boss-
ism. In this work, if he be resolute
and persistent, he can render not only
an ,irinnense service to his own city,
Wit' can set an example which will
.,.he helpful to other cities in their
effort to secure the best and cleanest
governments. The leaven of civic
reform is working in this country
and, backed by an aroused public
sentiment, it should _be felt in every
department and ramification of gov-
ernment, national, state, county and
municipal.
Poison Man's Best Friend.
(Technical World.)
Strangely anorntalous as it may ap-
pear, the existence of active poisons
in the animal, vegetable and mineral
kingdoms of nature has done more
for ,the development of moderg civ-
ilized man Oman have all the other in-
nenteltus elemental things which abor-
iginal man found to his hand. These
active poisons were man's first stim-
ulus to first adaption of poison to the
uses of man. The aborigine found
himself at once illws hunter and the
hunted of creation. Whether as hunt-
er or the hunted, he was a pygmy
cbmpared with many of the carnivor-
ous; beasts of his. environment. He
saw that *Morels his own consider-
able physical force and power were
as nothing to some of these 'creatures,
the fang of the seepeat was all-com-
pelling. Where the Poisonous ser-
pent struck with poisoned fang and
killed its quarry, he saw it eat with-
out discomfort or injery. To kill his
own food through the venom of the
serperrt must bassealfeen one of man's
first elaborated mental ranoceseea. As
tibia aborigine applied the venom of
'the serpent to his arrow, and later
blended it with the poisons of the
yore-table world, he may be said to
have grown a mental stature.
„ *Requested to Resign.
(Joplin (Mo.) Globe.)
That ,resoltition introchicee in 'the
New York assembly asking Chatmcey
M. Depew to'resrign from the United
States eentate may be filling the cup
of miser); to the brim anid ibers, seene‘
bat wive can honestly say' tbat such
a potion should not he held to his
lips? Of Chauncey Depew Is is known
absoltstely that for years 'be dit"e W a
princely salary from the Equitable,
'twenty thntreand a year, for which he
rendered practically no -iequivident
serviors, it is lentostin absolutely. that
lie Mutat eel and apprOved the
exorbitant salaries peid to the former
officials of that company. In,,the case
of Alexander and Hyde it .is known
that Depew secornmended the increase
in salary It is known that the policy-
hoidens of the Equitable were swindl-
ed out of a large sum of. money by
the Depew Improvement company, a
shady transaction which, Depew per-
mitted to be dignified by the use of
his name, ,and in which, connection
he promised to make good to the
Equitable any losses that might be
sustained by the investment, a prom-
ise which he evaded on a flimsey
te chnicality
Of Chauncey M. Depew it is known
that his ok-ction to the senate of the
United States by the last session of
the New York assembly has now the
appearance of having been the rati-
fication of a blackmailing scheme by
which Benjamin Odell was reimburs-
ed for loaves, account of stock gamb-
ling, by the policyholders of the Equit
able through the figurehead, Jimmie
Hyde, in the amount of i75,000.
Previoue to that reinibursientent Odell
favored the candidacy of Frank Black
for the senate. After that reim-
bursement Odell sidled over tn De-
pew and the republican majority of
the New York assembly delivered the
commission to Depew. Such is the
story of Depew's re-election to die
senate as told, inferrentially, by the
investigation of the insurance situ*:
tient.
Along what tortuous; paths the
orriug unctuous, smiling Depew has
traveled through the years of con-
gested activity it would be difficult
even to imagist. But it i.n't ocason-
able to suppose that a man becomes
a consummate grafter in a day, that
he develops into an arch-hypocrite in
a moires*. From novice to adept in
any profession is necessarily a mat-
ter of attainment by degrees. Grant-
ed that Depew had been by nature
endowed with the talents essential to
superb, audacious rascality it must
have takea yeaes of application and
experience to ripen into the fell-
rounded corruptioniet whicki "the
moving finger has written" him.
Years ago the late John P. Algeld
gave en analysis of Depew's charac-
ter. He said substantially that he
knew of no mah more capable than
We Otter $50 Reward
TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED BY US
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY
We make this offer not only to insure that weeare, not only the CHEAP-
EST, but the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing Jewelers in Padu-
cah
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with 20 year case for $to.
Credit to these who want it
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAINS.
Repairing Department,
We pride ourselves in this department, ehich turns out our work.
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP, and at prices witich defy
competition. We make a specialty in repairing Fine French Clocks,
and English Hall Chime Clocks. Clottles called for and delivered at
your request. We do Gold and Silver plating at abort notice and short
prices. Diamonds reset while you wait. ile'e will take in exchange for
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER which You have no use
for, giving you full market value for same, which i about the same as
giving you New Goods for Old Goods.
WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THUS REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY
Watilies cleaned and examined 75c up Watch Hands ice up
New Mainspring, best quality 75c up Watch Glasses toe 111)
New Cass or Hairspring 75c up Watch Keys • • Sc
New Jewels, whole or cover 50c up.
We are the *cheapest in Watch and Jewelry repairing in l'aducah. AN
work guaranteed for one year. Highest price paid for Old Gold and
Silver.
A. POLLOCK
Watch Maker, Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
NEW PHONE 113-R 640 BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY
Credit; to tleoe eho teed ,t.
,1••••••••- 44111
Depew of diverting money from the
AZ .394.65-LerlaliPielliaMAXPall./W4fiat./92,4*
poelcets of the people to the coffers ein
of the corporations. The "peach" I V
was in fairest bloom in those days.
"A fellow of infinite jest." The peo-
ple laughed at his jokes and didn't Ilk
take him seriously. And ,ererybody
called him Chauncey with a familiar- ka
ity brightened by the glowl-of affec-
tion, But the seeming ingeneouenese
with which he wore his cap and teals
must 'have been Machiavellian tem- kt,
fling. "The distinguished interests" esc
—it was in those worde Chauncey talk
once referred to his einpaiyers—knew
him for what he wasp, a master of fi-
nancial intrigue, and paid hint 'his
price. The voice of Altgeld from the
tomb seems a propthecy fulfilled..
Judge Speer denied the petition of
counsel for Greene and Gaynor that
the men be discharged {mom custody





'Pittsburg, Pa., Jan. t5.--1More men
are killed and maimed in Allegheny
county in peaceful pursuits in one
year than were killed and wounded
in the great battles of history. Statis-
tics for the past yeer show that there
were killed and injured in the iron
and steel mills and blast furnaces
9.000. In other Mills, shops and fac-
tories 4,000-svere sacrificed and either
died or were•maimed, while the coal
mince swell this figure to aoo more,
and the railroad victims include an
addition of goo, making up a grand
total of 17,700. In addition to this
number, there are thousands of cases
that are not repented.
On the gronnti that glhet. *wig ment-
ally unbalanced, and abat he married
lber only for her money, Mire. Edith
Stiltevernele at Evansville, Ind , has
filed slit toi have ter marriage to
WillianlfStit5wtwtil arrnofted
IMPORTANT rt
It is poor economy to have
your watch repaired by the
CHEAP man
You want FIRST CLASS
work at Reasonable prices
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EAGLES BACK
LODGE STARTED OFF AT BOW-
LING GREEN WITH 85
MEMBERS.
, .
Ingleside Lodge of the Rebekahs Has
Installed Its New Officers—
Yesterday morning at 3.45 o'clock
there returned from Bowling Green
the dedegation of Paducah Eagles
•• owbo went over to institute the new
lodge that , wars organized at that
place by State President Louis P.
per'
V
:Head recently. There were about 8s
membercin the new organization, atid
the local degree team got there at to
o'clock Sunday morning and conduct-
iitnoon at the ict. eit'li
-a 
lull of 'that
place. At 6 o'clock the Paduorhans,
started back home and got 'here early
yesterday morning.. They went by
way of Nortonville, then down the L.
& N. to Guthrie, where they changed
again and went to Bowling Green.
The new lodge there starts off with
the beet people in the city, and after
ths installation a big banquet was par
taken of, but the Paducahana could
not wait to participate in same on ac-
count of their train being due when
the work was over.
Mr. George Pars did not return




Ingleside Lodge, Daughtere of Re-
bel l:lab have innalled the following
senty elected officere: ilbss. Welts
Hessian, nobbe grand; Miss Lillian
Hutchins, vim grand; illro• Lena
Unger, treasurer; Miss Irene Mc-
Matsui, secretary; Miss Carrie
Schroeder, R. S. to N. G.; Miss Win
Me Lehrer, L. S. to N. G.; Mini LucyOrr, R. S. to V. G.; Miss Beulah
Simms, L. S. to V. G.; maw JelloieDepew, warden; Miss Ada Shelton,
conductor, and 0. T. Davis, ositaide
guard.
THE EXPENDITURES
(Concluded from First Page.)
additional 'preseure as the ordinary
force is weak up there, so claim the
officials.
For the police department it will be
seen that this was cut dawn $3,460,
which Means that four or five of the
men will have to come off the force,
as money enough to pay the present
force were not allowed. The boards
expressed the intention of conferring
police power on city weigher, market
master, city license nspector, sewer-
age inspector and all others, and Ikt
them help do the police work when
trouble -happens around where they
are... Chief James Collins made a
strong talk ,to the authorities, urging
that they allow enough! money to
keep as many men on the force this
year as test, but t had no effect, as
the board eeemed to have made op its
mind. The chief informed them he
could not possibly police 'the city satis
factoriiy with lessr men. On talking
of the enforced reduceion. Alderman
'Farley made particidar mention of the
City detectives and his remarks indi-
cate those two valuable offices are to
be abolished. After the meeting
SOMe of the= members mid they we/old
not. bring in ordinances cutting down
the police force, but that the cons-
miesionere would have to select just
enough men to come within the ap-
portionment given that department.
It will be left to the cosinsissiossers
as to who will be dismissal& boos Ass
deportment in effecting the ieseeeeliet•
ed reduction. It is probable the re-
leases will be given old add new men
Odor.
A long-argument washed about the
extra s.pgiaratus needed in the light
plant, but no stated sum would be set
aside, because the members do not
know what it will east. When (wares
are gotten they will decide ,o4hetiber
to take the money necessary out of- the contingent fent erildch they made
big enough to meet enlitirtities frommany different sources.
It is understoodgbe police commis-
sioners stay that .iist reducing the
force they intlred taking the officers
from the ckorrirviin districts so as to
give the outskirts and residence por-
tion the protection they think should
come find. Of course this don't
mean the downtown patrolmen will
be let mi., but they will bet transfer-
red to the residence vicinity.James Bradshaw Is Charged With Alderman Palmer made a strongBreaking Into S. P. Riugsdale's - talk in firing the svms; be advocatedHouse—Police Court. that the people did not lend them
... ..... there just. for the sole purpose of re-
ducing the tax rate, as they would be/Yesterday morning Judge Sanders held responsible for the scarcity ofleft open until today the ca charg-
ing Charles Lee with ste mg a set
of harnetg and selling ØIem to an-
other party. claiming they belongedI
to him. lie le charged with obtain-
a ing money under false pretenses.
' There was continued until tomor-
row the three, warrant' s charging
Bernard Shulte with buying goods
and then giving in payment thereof
worthless eheckc on the American-
German National bank.
James Bradshaw was up un the
charge of breaking into the rendenee
of Mr S. P. Ragsdate. of North
Ninth street. The house breaking
chatge was confinued, as was another
warrant charging 'him with a breach
oj the peon....
Ben Hart 'wes:atraigned on the 
1 
ac-
ugation of stealing $79 from Mr• .
•Swift, employed by the street ear
company. The, matter was left open
ntil today, grand larceny being
Tired
n Armstrong, colored, was fined
$5o eosts-for shooting Pete An-S
dere° , while the otherewstrart ,vias
'continued until tomorrow, it charging
him with carrying concealed weapone.
-There *as trostponed .until -today
the warrant charging FloYd Stnith
and Tom Baker with grand larceny.
• They are acences1 of robbing Walter
14arbilt of %et at gleventh and Court
streets where they old live in the
same roma;
There was dismissed sthe warrant
charging W. G. Ledford lith taking"
elle property of Mlattie Rowten, chl-
ored, and selling •same, without legal
process. Ledford had, klaned •Iter
some money and. took a ntortage on
the furniture. etc.
Until today was there contintieri
the warrant accusing Water Feel!
and Ed Givens with a breach of the
peace.
lieery Hall •Watt• finidls and cost.,
Rufus Tucker was levet' ascoitinto
nee Until friday of a breach' of the
eine, chaige, while, Pat Schochoey





or beieg drtitk • idrii
1
improvements which could not be
matte unlees provieron From a finan-
cial dandpoilit was effegted
It is !kneads .hat with the slash-
ing effected the boarde will be able to
give a tax rate of $1.70 or $1.75, but
this cannot be told until the city sn-
pervieore finish fixing ,the assessed
valuation of property in town. Then
the amount of money wanted is cont-
rite() into she total valuation of
property and the tax rate gotten at.
After the joint bodies as a com-
mittee decided on these figure,: the
gathering came -to a close.
Council Met.
The alderino retired and the cciun-
cil then held its regular stsaion with
President George 0. McBroom in the
chair and all members there except
Ms. Kedb.
the mayor read to them his annuai,
message Which be presented the al-
dermen several weeks ago It was
ordered the message be poblithed in
the newepapers, and also included in
the bookiete to be printed of the an-




ifTher :was received fur the school
board the .city the document stat-
ing the trustees wanted from the
taxes this year the limit allowed un-
der tfie law, which is 35 cents upon
the Sias worth of taxable property.
The communication was filed and al-
lowance made, as the law compels
the' educational inetiortibne he, given
Witatev4r asked for, atit•strer i.e./We
that limit. ' • 1/11S4.414
was taken . tap and givenrrhere
There was filed-a Set of the amend-
ments proposed toe second class
city chanty by the state legislature 
atqtFrankf This city is governed byriter
that c - - -
May . "Yeiser reported to the board
that bodh_the telephone companies of
this city, in stretching their wires
around toien, interfered with% the
city's efeeiric wiring; and poles. The
proposit* was referred to the light
commit t$ and city solicitor, to coin=
pel the panicsto quit this inter-
ference *e they will be prosecuted
SherriltdRussell Lumber company
wants trge exempted from city taxes
for five years, this having never been
asked by.,thens, like other new con-
cerns locating here, and to whom it
has been given. The ordinance to
exempt this particular firm though
was defeated a week or two ago.
Now they asked that the question
be altain taken up and referred to the
relief or ordinance committee to see
them. ir request, though, was
if some4emption could not -be given
simply received and filed and nothing
done.
•On account of improper drainage
from t ity's surface pipes out at,
the ed tglegAilff Mechanicsburg, water;
backs up over adjoining private prop-
erty after hard rainfalls. Mr. Hurt Jane street between Ninth and Elev-has threatened to sue for damage to tenth. •his land,' and some weeks ago filedl The water company was ordered, toa document to this effect with thdesetend its mains from its present
1council.k Now he wants it back, and terminus on Jones at Sixteenth streetCity Clerk Henry liailey,was ordered out for a dietance of 400 feet.to give it him but keep a copy for' Ed Martens pot in a claim that hethe pub records. had been erroneously assessed on his
property. This viike :referred to Au-
ditor Kirkland for remedy, while tIrs
complaint of H. Miller Cunningham
was referred to the coy board of su-
pervisors.
A large number of saloon, brewery
and liquor licenses were granted.
Ob motion, the board adjourned.
What Tuberculosis N.
(Reader.)
„Al .it_ abant time for the general
itfsbhc to know "Aft tufsercukisis--
second adoption, tthe ordinance, CmilrinPtimi—reallY ise
basstipulating that licenses shall be paid The toercalie bacill is the cause,
the city by every class of business and the disease is in thfectious; at is,
and prefession, to do • business 
h rei
tan be conveyed directly or indirect-Requestassior changes were an reel ly from one individual to errother. It
invades every organ and tissue of theferred to the license committee.
The ordinance committee and city body, and can be acquired at any
solicitor were ordered to briag in period of life. Infants 'are very sus-
new ordinance regarding 
a
exempting ceptible to it, but in. them the lungs
usually escape, while other parts suc-
cumb. Older persona are compaira-
tively immune. Early adult life of-
fers the geratett danger, but it is stat
ed by investigation who have: exam-Some of the city boar& want a pen
alty fixed for their members not at- t ined human dead bodies with modern
methods that ,each one of us his attending committee meetings to get ,
business ie shape for the session of 
'structure, although only a 
healedsome earlier age attacked in some
all membins, but this iclea was killed.'
scar is left to bear witness to thisCarroll & Jenkins, saloonkeepers, 1
substituted the 
Illinoisuniversality of the disease. ThisSureties o- cat I
pany for Friedman & Kesler on their :healed scar also demonstrates that
Itubercuknis can be cured.-bond. George Backer substituted the
When the disease shows itself insame company for hie old bond of I 
hie faster and Sam I. Levy. joeo die adult the lungs most frequently
Backer 'suffer, end then it is called eonsum-p-41. e the same subertittiticrn. 
over one-eighth of the deaths in the
Perini . n was given the George_ tine. Tuberculosis is the cause of
H. G ' ' an Liquor company to
jUrited States Ire the Eno the pro-transfer Its liqu'or license from their
portion has been slowly increasing,present location at 118 South Second
street to 109 North Second, to which ,keeping step with the growtl, and
ot-crowdingplace the arepreparing 'toveo mo. of our large cities.
Bilks accounts held against tbe ' 
r 
•But soli -there is the lament that
city were allowed. iconeumpelon runs in the family! This
First adoption was then given the Iis not so! To be sure, there may be a
delicate contetitution, yet the germ isapportiodepent ordinance, outlined •
not inherited; it is the iniquity of theabove, showing what sums each pub-
'environment that runs in the family.lie deperament gets this year.
'Initial adoption- was given ordi- Far bettetdbase the tendency to con-
gumption and live in the dpert than henances providing for grading and gray of robust conktitution and be °bilgedding Sowell street from Arithrook to to absorb the impurities from theHayes, m4grading and graveling of , saturation of a tenement house.Hayes fallti Siivereil to Bridge street.
Second 'adoption was given the
measure stipulating that a lewd wo-
man shall be • finipi $25 and sent to
jail for thirty days if the visits a sa-
loon or weroom. The same pervadty
is sprovideat for the proprietor or bar-

















as filed the report showing
n the sinking fund.
'cipal taxation for a period
different commercial
ing here, as an inducement
come to Paducah.
Not Yet Decided.
The Beavers lodge will at their
meeting next Friday night' deckle
where to maintain their lodge room.
They -expected to do this, last Friday,
but different things came up and pre-
vented any decision pertaining to the
que•stron.First passage was given trhe hill for
concrete sidewalks on both sides of J The committee that is investigating
Comparison of Appropriations for. This and Last Veer.Departments:— rood.
.Sallriew 
Streets  fk000
Fire Department  27,000
Police  21,000
Electric Light Plant   8,o0o
Water  ta,5oo
•  I
 i the affair, of Dennison, Prior & Co,
l of Cleveland, 0., express the belief
illoS• I that forged bonds to the extent of
e17,500 several hundred thousand dollars are
28,000 , in existence. The bonds are largely
20.000 ,field by hanks in Cleveland.
24.46° I
p . ...... • • 10,000
15,500
.. •  • 2,500
City Hall  , , Loot, . . Oak Greve .. 2,500
?Sew Cemetery i  500Pamper and Charity • • .... • • .  3.000
Riverside Hospital  5,ono
Sanitary ' and Pest House . 3.000
General Expenses .: . . 5,000
Interest .. .  . 23,500
Sinteing Fund ... 
I .ibraey . 4.000Floating Debt • 7.905i Contingent- Fend i , 25,000
Coelho of Suits so, •,..,......••• ,
Schools
Reel Ea.te  J,500,
• ....• MVOs $43,805.
, .i
•
. ..... s ......













.I Free Delivery— Telephone 736.Having secured the services of Mr.
John Niehaus, he would be pleased
to meet his friends and old custom-
ers, promising them the quickest ser-








Usuallyold at. . . $1.50 ot 50c
Fine Selection of Copyright Novels
at a Remarkably Low Price
A SPECIAL EDITION OF THE "CLANSMAN," HISTORY Cl?THE PLAY, ETC, AT 5oc
ALL THE NEWEST AND BEST IN FICTION AT CUT RATEPRICE.
DON'T FORGET THAT WE ARE "HEADQUARTRRS" FORSHEET MUSIC. WE HAVE EVERYTHING THAT IS NEW.
HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPT.
DON GILBLRTO
at his Optical Parlors has a large 5tisplay
of the
Victor Talking Mach;iies
prices ranging from $15 to $100.
The Victor for $22.00
I e A BEAUT. REMEMBER I AM THE FIRST MAN TO PUTTHE PRICES DOWN ON RECORD. MY PRICES ARE:
7-inch, 35c 10-inch, 60c 12-inch, $1.00
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND NEW FROM THEFACTORY. MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASED SO RAP-IDLY I HAVE Trim TO OPEN AN EXTRA PARLOR TO DIS-PLAY THIS LINE.
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BROKEN VICTORMACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBLES WITHYOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU ALL INFORMATIONHOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM. ALL INFORMATIONABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS.
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU DON'T BUY APIG IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY. ONE PLAYED AND IFNOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY.
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT OF NEEDLES--THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER MAKES, WHICH IFURNISFf TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVING THEM THE PROFITSON MY NEEDLES. des te : J
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE- OPENFROM r P. M. TO 9 P. M. boos c
The Victor Talking Machine Man,
DON GILBERTO
606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson, PADUCAH, KY
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Initurance













SOW THINGS LOOKED TO TOMMY
LATER ON.
One of the nicest boyi in the office
Is Tommy Swikehart, but how he .used
to bore us ',shout his friend, Ed. Kemp-
ley, when he first blew in from where
the tall grass waves. You _ought to
tny'o Peen niri Honeat, he looked
as if he was just going to do a vaude-
ville stunt and was dressed for the
part. I didn't think they made that
kind of clothes any more, even in
Lichtenburg, where Tommy came
from.
Wattles, the manager, turned the kid
over to me, to give him pointers on
the Work. Then he noticed Tommy's
shiny black satchel, sv, are he'd laid it
down. "Where are you going to stay?"
he asked, and Tommy looked bewil-
dered and said he hadn't found out
yet "You take the afternoon off and
find him a place, Sumter," says Wat-
tles to me; and so that's bow he came
to be my roommate.
"I guess I'm pretty green," says
Tommy, as he toddled along with me
to the joint "Ed. Kempley told me
that the cows'd eat me if they saw Ms
on the street Ed's been here twice."
"Who's Ed?" I asked.
"Ed's my friend —boa in Lichen.
burg," he says. It might bare been,
"Ed's the prince of Wales and all the
royal family," from the way he said
it "His father runs the bank there,"
he went on, "and Ed's in the bank
now. We always run together a goo?
deal. They don't make any smarter
fellers than him."
"Oh, you'll catch on, all right," I
told him. I kind of took a fancy to
him, you know. He looked at you 11'
a lost dog that's found somebody ti
pat him—kind of scared and yet as :f
he trusted you and was thikled to
death anyway. He thought the room
was the greatest ever, although Ed.
had a mighty tine room all to himself
In his father's "residence."
"I took him around to a barber
shop when we'd settled about the
room. His hair was lopping down
over his coat collar behind. Then we
went back to the room and I showed
him how to tie his necktie. He had
the ends just pushed up under the
collar in front and then brought down
through the loop without going around
the neck at all. You know the way.
No, he didn't mind me telling. him.
Ed. always told him things like that.
Ed. was a dandy dresser—spent more
money on his, clothes than any feller
in town—or his father did for him.
Well, he certainly looked a whole
lot better when I got through with
him. And in a couple of months you
wouldn't have known him for the
same boy. He caught on all right.
Not that he tried to put on agony. He
wasn't that sort' of a chap. But he
kept his eyes oPen, and he soon got
to know what was what. The new suit
be got, when be got one, was a peach.
He quit talking in the Rube way he
, did at first. But the boys jo3hed him
a lot. They all liked him, though. He
was just as chummy as could be with
everybody, from Wattles down to
Pete, the janitor.
But it was funny to hear him.
We'd be talking about something—it
wouldn't much matter what—when
Tommy would chirp up: "A friend of
mine bark in Lichenburg, Ed. Kemp-
ley—
It wasn't any use trying to break
him of it. He'd prattle on about the
admirable Bd. in spite of anything.
Ed. could do this, and Ed. could de
that; Ed. was so-and-so and 'tother.
!And his face would be all of a glow
with pride. You didn't have the heart
to stop him.
He wrote to Ed. about once a week
—when he wrote to his folks, but
there was only one time I ever heard
him say anything about getting a let-
ter from him and that game night I
saw him slip something Into an en-
velope that looked to me like a money
order, though I couldn't swear to it
So I had Ed. pushed at me for close
sa to three years—and then Ed. came
up to Chicago for a visit.
I never yaw anybody so excited
about anything in all my life as Tom-
my was over the news that Ed. was
coming: He oouldn't eat; he couldn't
keep still. He hurried to see Mrs.
Barker about a room for Bd. And
he even arranged to take him to din-
ner and then to the theater; then he
was going to treat me to a eight of the
paragon- -if I cared to sit up—and, of
course, I did.
It was close on to 12 o'clock when
be gut back. He rapped at the door
and as he entered i stmted back al-
most scared. He looked pale and
queer and had that old-dog look that
seemed to say 'Don't hit me, please."
Then he said: "Bob, this is .my
friend, Ed."
130 that was Ed.—that flashily
dressed, pig-eyed, lourl-mouthed, cheap,
-jay sport! That was *hat he was.
It was kind of pitiful to see the
way Tommx tried to head him off and
steer him where he thought the fel-
low might shine. If he had had any
good points about him Tommy would
eertaitl) hi al brought 'can out But
It wasn't any use, and I could see
Tommy knew it wasn't, and was. all
broke up over it.
Ed. stayed a week. and Tommy
stuck to him 'fire a lir-other. There
wasn't anything he didn't do te mine
that skate have a good time. He
might have showed hfm off, but he
didn't, and he bragged about him
be worse than ewer—for a time.
mould He said to me: "Ed. has changed
Of Paris, e, but that boy has rot a heart
keepers of a oz." Then he sighed,
lrave receiveers off, Tommy," I said. , "He
force the Jaw knead. It's you. You've got
Maysville, Mt. amen since you've bees
- Kentucky tog° Daily Nees.
- -.The Popular Novelist.
"I hear you are at work on a nest
novel."
"Yea."
"Who is to bring it out?"
"I don't know yet. The .highest
bonus 1 hav3 been offered so far in
only $70,000, and unless the publishers
show an loclination to be more liberal
I may burn It. I can't afford to
cheapen my work in the estimation of
;.he public."- -Chicago Record-Herald.
Disgusting Stupidity.
"Well, well, well!" said the disgusted
politician, throwing down his paper.
"They're goi.a and nominated Bullfinch
for congress! •
"Mr. Rufus Bullfinch?" asked his wife.
"Yes."
"Why, he's a good man, isn't he? I've
always heard people speak well of him."
"That's just it. We could have won
here this tall with anybody."—Chicago
Record-Herald.
Good Man Gone.
Cholly—I say, old than—ill it true
that yoga wlfe hasm-emmenitgal with
your valet?
Pertly—Ye-3 DisgustIn', Isn't it?
Ottolly—Ch up, me bar—don't
take it, to heart, y' know.
Fe:Ay—ea, confound it, where am
I to find another such valet?—Clesie•
land Leader.
No Chance.
Friend—Going to convict that bur-
glar?
Prosecutor--It can't be done.
Friend—Why, the evidence seems
plain enough.
Prosecutor—Tea; but the house he
robbed was oocupied by the president
of a life insurance company.--L'hicago
Sun.
The Only Hope.
Hrs. Whoopler—You tell me. Herr
Vogleschnitzel, that my daughter can
never beeome a, ginger! Is there no hope
for her?
Herr Vageschnitzel—Vell, mats.M,
you mighdt put her on a diet of estaary•
seed, alretty, undt see vat dot yin do mit
her.—Puck.
Always the Contrary.
Sharp—What do you think of Gaylord
from a moral point of view?
Blunt—Well, I don't know much
about him, but his wife says he is posi-
tively wicked.
Sharp—Huh! In that case he must be
an angel.--Chicago Daily News.
Principles of Medicine.
Emaulaphis was founding the science
of medicine.
"Boys," he observed, "are only sick
on school days, while the relatives of
cooks aro always ill on holidays."
With this simple axiom he entered on
his practice —N. Y. Sun.
That's Different.
"So," said the tourist, "you don't like
It in the wheat belt?"
"Nossir," replied the tramp. "Work is




"Why did you fly down so close to that
man reading on the bench" asked the
mother robin of her offspring.
"Somebody told me it was a book-
worm," replied the hungry young bird.
—Yonkers Statesman.
Combination Changed.
Patience—I thought you said Will had
tke key to your heart?
Patrice—So he had; but since I met all
those men at the beach, this summer, I
think he's lost the oombination.—Yonk-
era Statesman.
Clever Scheme.
Mrs. Teller—Mrs. DeSplurge told me
that the new residence they're build.
lug has five entrances.
Mr. Teller—Well, when the wolf ar-
rives that'll keep him guessing for
awhile.—Puck.
THE BRIDE'S TASK.
Mr. Justwed—Now that we are mar-
ried, dear, you have a serious task before
you.
Mrs. Justwed—What's that., George?
Mr. Justwed—You must prove to my
sisters that you are worthy of ma—To-
peka State Journal.
Worse Still.
Some sigh for days that are no more
But not for them do I lament;
The ones I ragret are those




how is it, then, that you're not allowed
to take tips? Etl? '-
Waiter—Customers object, sir!
Aoactinted For.
Landlady—I think very highly of
threw, eggs. • '
Starboard—Ab. heirlooms in your
V'. Sun.
Her Point of View.
Husband-L-When it comes to money
matters two heads are better than one.
• Wife--Yes, they area wear more
hats.—N. Y. Eitii% v.71* 
. .
..•
PRINCESS AS A HOUSEWIFE.
She of Wales Knits Husband's Socks
and Sees That Re Wears
Them.
Like her mother before her, the
princess of Wales is a first rate house-
keeper, and though ehe is a very busy
woman socially, there are but a few
things in the management of her
household which she does not under.
stand and many which she personally
superintends.
The princess has no liking for sit
ting with idle hands, and she is never
without some sort of needlework. She
not only knits the prince of Wales
socks, but sees that he wears them.
Once, for instance, when the prince,
after a long day's shooting, .returned
home tired and wet, the princess was
having her tea and the sportsmen
were all quite ready for theirs, but—
careful wife that she is—the princess
would not give her husband any until
Se had changed his wet boots and
stockings, and he, though laughing and
protesting, had to do her bidding.
The princess is an excellent mother,
anti both she and the prince are very
anxious that their childhen should be
brought up on the simplest lines pots-
Sible. When they are at York cottage
they have their tittle ones with them a
great deal, says Home Notes.
Formerly the hall was constantly
used by the small princes. One day,
however, a visitor fell ever a hoop be-
longing to Prince Edward, and now
the children have a special play room
of their own.
SENSE OF THE TURTLE.
Reptile Possesses Remarkable In-
stinct for Finding Nest-
ing Ground.
During the summer months, from
May to August, the big sea turtle
lay their eggs in the beach- They
come possibly hundreds of milef, and
if undisturbed, will land within a few
yards of the same place 'l after
year, says Forest and St They
crawl up the beach in the n ght and
make their nest in the sand just above
high water mark. I have watched
them from behind a sandhi!!, but a few
feet away.
They dig the hole with their hind
flippers, and after covering it over,
first filling it with eggs, they will go
a few feet and make another place, I
always thought as a blind, for one
looks just like the other. They lay
each month usually during the high
tides of that month, beginning in May
and ending in August, from 90 to 185
eggs.
During the summer I found and
brought into carnp 2,755 eggs. I put
some in the sand near our camp and
in 27 days the top eggs hatched, the
rest in three days more. The little
turtles would dig out, raise their lit-
tle heads and sniff the air a moment,
then start for the river, 100 yards
&war It was always a mystery to me
how a turtle could find the same place
on the shore. W`hen a short distance
out at sea It all looks alike—just sandy
ridges, with scrub palmetto and coarse
grass.
HIGH LIFE IN TOMSK.
Siberian City That Comes Near to
Hering Worth a Few Days
Sojourn.
Tomsk, Siberia, is not such a dread-
rut place. A traveler writes of it:
"After leaving the governor we paid a
visit to the shops of Tomsk in order to
complete our outfit. We were able to
buy apples newly arrived from the Cau-
casus, tea from China—only 400 miler
away, and brought by • sledge 
ce
drosky by the overland trade routes
first opened by Peter the Great—and
many kinds of goods from Germany,
such as kodaks, photographic materiel
and all kinds of up-to-date articles.
"We also paid • visit to a barber,
who could compare favorably with one
of the first-clam barbers in the west
end of Landon, and was quite as dear,
charging us a shilling for a shave and
• haircut. I was in every way very fa-
vorably impressed by the town. With
a population of about 60,000, it is as
rich in churches and public buildings
as any English or American town with
five times the number of inhabitants
"Moreover the Tomsk university is
an imposing building and contains two
faculties—those of medicine and law
This capital, in fact, takes the third
place in educational importance in the
empire."
Bark of Sequoias.
California's giant trees, the sequoias,
thousands of yearn old, have been pre-
served to Ole day because of their
enormously thick bark. From time to
time, in the course of ages, forest
fires have swept through the big tree
lands, destroying everything, yet only
scorching for a conple of inches' depth
or so the almost fireproof bark. The
tames having carbonized that much of
the hark, could not penetrate farther,
for the carbonized portion formed an
nheolutely fireproof covering for the
,remainder of the interior bark.
Hark of Degeneracy.
Mitchett — Young illeSeedey, who
went through the fortune his parents
left hire, was arrested to-day for steal-
ing a dollar.
Gauss--What degeneracy! Film fath-
er never ttiought of taking leas than a
million.--Smart Set.
Back in Chicago.
Dearborn—And did you shake the
dust from your feet when you left New
York?
Wabash—Well, I don't know that I
When it from my feet exactly, but
kn,wt get rid of all the dust I had, all
lightr-Toniters Statesman.
• I
Easy Wee to Make Money,
Wife—I hac made ;"- t) this after-
noon.
Husband—Phew!
"You paid only $100 for that old
piano, didn't you?"
"Yes."
"Well, I have sold it for $150."
"Gracious me! What are you going
to' do with the money?"
"There isn't any Money."
"Eh?"
"I sold it to a dealer. He gives me
a new piano for $200 and allows me
$150 for the old one. If you'd stay
at home and let me go to your office
and attend to your business you'd
soon be rich. Just think! Fifty dot




She---I don't understand this wireless
telegraphy.
He—It is very easy. They just send
messages through the air, instead of over
the wires.
She—I know; but bow do they attach
the air to4he poles!—Chicago Journal.
Unconcerned.
Said the pheasant to 'he rabbits,
"I'm amazed at your bad habits.
Don't you know It's very rude to sit and
stare?"
And the look the haughty pheasant
Turned on them was fa?, from pleasant.
But neither of the rabbits wilted a hare.
—Life.
Home Thrust.
Knicker—Why does a novelist al-
ways dress his heroine in "some cling
ing white stuff?"
Mrs. Knicker—Because a man ex-
pects a woman to stick to one dress
forever— Why, yes, Henry. I could get
a new one for $50.—N. Y. Sun.
Slightly Confused.
"Poverty,- said the cynical philoso-
pher, "is no disgrace. On the contrary,
It may be an honor."
"Yes," answered Mr. Dustin Star; "I
feel that way about it But my tastes
are so expensive I can't afford to be
poor."—Washington Star.
Wanted Only Her Own.
Mrs. De Fashion—at • children's par-
ty—Marie!
Nurse Girl—Yes, ma'am.
Mrs. De Fashion—It's tins* for us to




The Male Idiot—But how can I be
sure that you love met
The Female Ditto—Remember that
I have had many chances to marry
handsome men, clever men and inter-
esting men—and yet I accepted youl—
Cleveland Leader.
Misunderstood.
"Do you ever read a paper at your
club?" alibi the visitor.
"No. Every time I go to the raiding
room I find that the papers have been
grabbed by the usual bunch of habitues
who et around that room an the Louie and Tenneesee River Peek.
time."—Judge. at sompsay—dhe cheapest and best
A Bury Wife. 
ezcorsion out of Padeaek.
Bacon—My wife is very erratic. One
day ate Is 
burstingnext day she is bursting into laugh- 
$8into tsars and the
ter.
Egbert—Ohe really must be kept




Room No, 5, C,ohimbist Balking.
Dr. B. B.,Orjffith
phones am at resident. Office hours
7 to 9 M.; to 3 p. m.„ 7 to 9 p. at,
TRUEHEART BUILIHNO.
So& phone e88 at the office, both
--L— 






J. C. Flournoy Cali Reed
FLOURN 0 Y & REED
LA W YERSI
!Roane is, is as ii. COlumbla 1164
PADUCAH, KT.
Dr. B. T, Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, zee
Hort hilIth. Both Phone Lig.




Old Phone 4311 Red; New Phone p.
Paducah, Kentudlry.
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Stesidenee eel Oficse •ge
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
LAWYER Z.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah. Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Balding.
New Phone 1z4. Old limn p3.
H. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone a7o.
40144.28.4.080
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
- 
Both Phases 155
Office hours II to to a. an., x to 3
p.m. and 7 to 9 p. na. •
- -a
The Post-Card Fiend.
"I fear she won't enjoy herself in
Heaven."
"Why not?"
"I don't believe you can send
souvenir postal cards from there."—
Pittsburg Post.
Its Peculiarity.
"How did you ever ootne into posses-
sion of such a cheap-looking umbrella
as that?"
'Why, I got thia umbrella in every pe-
culiar way—I bought it."--JUdge.
Losing Strength.
"An' how's yin. wife, Pair
"Sure, she do be awful sick."
"Is ut dangerous she Mr
"No, she's too week t' be dangerous
anny morel"—Cleveland loader.
Never Teo Old.
"Man never grows toe old to learn,"
reinarked the men who tonsessats ea
things.
"Nor to unlearn," replied Senator
Badger.—Mnwankee Besftnel.
*eta Term.
Grayers—Whit broke up your and-
corset meeting?
Gladys—Oh, acme fool woman tuff
tested that we present a straight front,
la the enemy—Chicago Sun.
An Bitaarple.
Johnny—What is the rule of three,
paT
pa—Geaerally a divorgy.—N. L Mr
1,7
EXCURSION:
.00 for the Roind
Trip to leuessee rivet
and return.
It is a trip of pleasant, condemn
and rest; good mervice, g table.
good rooms, etc. Boats ,e each
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p. in,
For other information apply to Jam
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ville at 8 a. m. daily cossects at
Danville, Ky., with solid train of
Pullman sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga an Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 a.,
m. and St. Augustine to a. ra. next
day, without chenge. Dining car
servas all meals en route.
"Florida Sgecial"—Leaving Louis-
ville 7:45 p. in., rendes oismenratiois
sleeper daily except &minty, Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, without
ehange via Chattanoona sad Attests,
arriving 41 laelesowrille at *150 p.
m. and St. Augustine at to p.
seat Bay. From Dartvik ss is
solid train of drawing room tempers,
composite car, observation car, etc..
Dining car serves all meals as route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pulfr
man sleeper leaves Louisville ot 7:43
p. in. daily, running debris* to
Knoxville, where ccmeectien is ramie
at 9:35 a. m. with through eteepec
to Jacksonville, via AshrellE,
tumble and Savannah, arriving at
Jacksonville at 9 a. an.,
Whttar Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May pet, are
now on sale at low rates.
Valiable Tours
Going via Asheville said "Land of
the Sky" and "Sapphire !toiletry.'
and (returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or nice vela.
For the "Land of the Shy," "Win-
ter Homes," rather handsomely il-
lustrated booklets7folders, rates, etc.,
address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., S. B. Alicia,
A. G. P. A., Si, LAU'S, W. C.
Rinearson, G. P. A., & C..
Route, Cincinnati. S.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
lilinois Central R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
best of trains. with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Lours, Cancianati and Louisville
read for reaching the Winter Tour-
ist resorts of the 'oath, ifschtiliag
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
Gulfport, Mina., Hansrnend, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orleans Feb.
27, '06. Gulfport is a Mexican gulf
coast resort having the new, fine
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship mailings from New
Orleans for Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send or call for 'descriptive matter
in regard to the above.
Havana Via New Orleans.
Havana, Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through service
to New Orleans and the new ocean
liner, twin-screw, nineteeis knot
S. S. Mince Arthur
leaving New Orleans every Wednes-
day at 4:00 p. is. and arriving at
Havana at suarise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping gar without ehange
Chicago to Hot Springs, with con-
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
and Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Steeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans. The best
via Nashville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
Mexico, Califtioda.
Special Tours of Mexico and Cali-
fames via the Illinois Central aid
New Orleans under the auspices of • lo
Raymond & Whitcomb, will Isave
Chicago Fridays, Feb. 2nd and Feb.
23rd, for Mexico and California, the
last to include a stop-over at New
(Means for the Mardi Greg. Entire
trips made in epecial' private t vesti-
bule trains of finist .Pullman4, with
dining car service. Filecinstiag trips
complete in every detail.
Illinois Ceirtral Weekly Excur-
sions.. to California Excnrsiesf cars
through -AngeTee and' San
Frarrsisco as follows: Via New Or-
leans and the Southern Routes ev-
ery Friday from Chicago; every Toes
day from Cincinnati and Louievilis
via Omaha aid the Scenie Route ev-
iry Wednesday from Chilean
Full Particulars concerning ell of
the above saw be had of agents of
Ore Illinoie Cestrat and connecting
fines or by addressing either of the
undereigsed.
Jos. Bier, D P. A.. anclonati.
F. W. Ifaclow, D. P. A., Louis-
ville.
Joins . Scott,--A. M
Obis.
A. H. HANSON, P. T. 111..
Chicago.






HOUSE1)0W E  Marevlous Warmth and Depth Ifarkeallta 
Alden by *heir Owners
RACE-1N--GERMANY.
withat Whip or Spurs, Is
. the Landscapes of That the Rule,
Country.
STRONG WIND BLEW THE
HOME FROM "STILT"
SZTPPORTS.
Thq Roof Taken From the Nick Yopp
,Grocery at Third and Tennessee
Streets.
Yesterday shortly before noon the
"gun barrel" house at 520 Elizabeth
street blew from the "stilts" or pil-
lars on which it stood, and. fell into
the big hollow below. ...Mrs. Wm.
Cates and five <hiltless) occupied the
the house, trot were at eho cordage
fagtory working Nielsen the mishap oc-
culreed.
A row of houses along there are
uilt on pdiars, thereby leaving them
bout eight or ten feet above the hol-
low. They had to be put on the
"tits" to bring the doors up to the
!eq.( of tam street.. :The strong wind
blew the reeiclence over and the 'fire"-
rtin of No. 2 department, two blocks
away, put the fire out in the stove be-
fore it ignited the borne. The furn-
iture was demolished in eome instan-
ces, but not much. There are many
houses on stilts there and immediate-
], on this one blowing over the .in-
mates of She others vacabOil until -6i
gal e ' aubsided .
Yesterday at noon the wind blew
the roof from the Nick Yopp store
at Third and Tennessee street', it
beiniir that formerly owned by Conrad
Beyer. Part of The roof landed on and
was field up by telephone wires that
pas.s three in network form, what the
other part, into the adjoining
).ird. No twwws hurt. The tier-
k from the fire depa rtm ent wes
vii tn the store and used in remov
i the part of the roof from the
wires that broke and caused many
telephones to be disconnected and
service temporarily disabled.
Yesterday afternoon late the com-
position roof of the fire department
at Tenth and Jones streets partially
blew away..
/Several plate glass windows blew
out at the Campbell block, wih.ile the
Elks' glass display lodge sign was
smaehed above the- door leading up-
stairs to their quarters on North
F rth street.Ti
section of the Central fire depart
trt cornice blew away also.
The wind blew very fierce all of ycs
sic, harm was done outside thaty and inte lase night,
 but not
above e mime r a red Three .limbs were
blown down and fences teand out in




lity of Beer Depends Upon Su-
eriority of Materials. Treatment
and ?Alaturity.
Purity is a univered ess'ential in all
beers The observance of cleanliness
sterilization will secure it.
heatthfulness. combined with
Ha r and taste, constitutes real
4 , and these. are impossible
Ainthout the very•gbest materials :did
the tighest order of treatment. This
is vs at soienee and experience teach.
,cleality, depending upon the char-
aCtee of material a and the methods
neiphayed. is the real for COM-
pittitiDn among brewers.
Materials: To provale the public
Aith a really good, palatable and
Wolesoine beer of the highest
we Use the best barlto malt, the
highe5., grade hops, superior yeast',
.4 tad i out pale heere a small pet.
. eesaage of 
rice. al.1 our
peers we use the beet and purest ma-
terials, regardless ef cost.
Cora Ears never use, although it is
nt exeheied by authority, and has
the advaptage of cheapness. We use
ni stibstitate of any land to  reduce 
..r aixtiense. 'We spare , neither
ney nor care to fOrtify and in-
range our well-earned and long C '
eldiahed reputation
Treatment and Maturity: We cm-
by onl? the -most modern methods
brewiefe our latest acquisition be-
g aoo glass-lined steel tanks made
the Pfaudier Co. of Rochester, N.
. The beer, after leaving the 'brew
ttles, is conveyed to glass- en-
leled fermenting vats. After fee-
1, ntation it is
 lageeed (aged) from
lot to live month in the glass lined
stee tanks 'before It is bottled; thus
ejabsolitaN perky of our beer is in-
,.ured. cause it is in glass from the
time it briftved until it is consumed.
Our 'present storing capacity of 600.-
coo barrels is more than that Of any
other two breweries in the world.
These .facilities enable us to age
..• our beer the length of time nece
s-
sary to guarantee its purity and ma-
turity--oot in printers' ink--but in
tact. v For these reasons Budweiser, the
• 'King of Bottle. Beers, must and do
es
command a higher price then any
other beer, and at the sarne time has
4 a greater 
sale jean all other 'bottled
beat.,
Anlreuser-Buach Brewing Ass'n, St.









5. 5, Lane hair been appointed. con-
hie -for the fifth trsagtsterial die-
I,ctte regularly .elerted officer fail-
to qualify.
The crowning glory of a Syrian land In mane
...0 the out of the way dis-
scape, however, is its brilliant coloringlas of tar
.-emany ox racing has lidag Pri
vet* and Business 'Phone* Th
at
Before I left America it seemed to raven a eel 
popular sport The en- Are Not Lis
ted—Efforts Made
that the Vivid tints of Tissot's picturestnee fee 
er the races Is small, but by Outsiders to
 Discover
must be exaggerated, but they fall shone 
beastsmust be ridden by their
of the reality, says the World To-day. (Milers. 
le rider is not allowed to 
Them.
course, no artist can hope to reproduoeve eithePt 
ip or spur and he must
the marvelous warmth and depth
 of theta 
his opal bareback, trusting to
oolors in an eastern landscape, or tot leis u----" 
idea ,_tke beas„.t. It is here
Imitate the vague, soft hues that &resod he a" t.. .."" À......64,.rauw (2°..nies,,.,, hit
characteristic Of the Syrian atmosphere; iy, as eerrtẁ ig '"'""'" -'-- 
the
It would be almost as impossible for 
inias :rthe ex asittrilie ability of
find him to tints that were overbrhetit or i own 
direct Ms movements.





The very nights are full of color. The i raw . 
senaitstkra freldri, eidierehalesniato be matched by the Syrian 
sun. is no eLrY
moonlight is so brilliant that it it easy I squar 
to read a guide book; and, even on a side a 
the start being made at
moo 
the finish at the other.
nless night, and in the wilderness, a is ofr°°11d6117,,, ik.11311mrta, ::::imatn
far from any city's glare, the starlight race. lwr go"' "'"'' '`."' —
second hand of my watch and could find lumber -
charger to go In a
ail the rider who can force
se
has been so bright that I could see the olio',
quite a distinct shadow cast by Jupiter. right line nsrtili° to win.
A moonlit scene at home gives only the
impression of light spots and dark
spots; everything is black or white or
gray, but here in Syria the moonlight
shows all the oolorsof the rainbow. The •
green of the trees and grain, the red of
the tile roofs, the blue of sea and sky,
and the white of the distant mountains f
are softer and more delicate, but hard-
ly leas distinct, one from another, than
in the sunlight.
But the sunset colors are the beat of
all, essmaially where the mountains
come close to the sea. I hesitate to coat-
part Beirut with Naples; yet we have as
clear skies here, the sweep of the bay is
much the same, and, instead of smoky
Vesuvius, there is the splendid range of
Lebanon, culminating in Jebel Suirnin,
almost twice as high as the Italian
mountain, and for half the year crowned





Row He Is Regarded by Peasants
Over Whom He Wields
Power.
"Our priest," says the young Russian
peasant, who, through the mouth of
Ernest Poole, in Everybody's, describes
"The Night That Made Me a Revolu-
tioniat." "had been the pent to our
grandfather. All of us children, and
even our utother 40 years before, had
been baptized by him. He was a tall,
thin, hard-eyed old man, in a black
gown; he had a long beard and stiff locks
of gray hair down over his shoulders;
his bony face was always tight and
stern; his eyes were dull; his dawn voice
was slow and never had a glad sound
in it. He had no friends, but just rode
along the mountain roads alone; all of
us children, and even the old people,
were afraid of him.
"Once, when I was very small. I was
driving a goat, with my little sister on
his back The old goat was so solemn
that some rich, fat merchants driving
by stopped and laughed. The priest was
with them. When they laughed he, too,
tried to smile kindly at us. That was
the only time I ever saw him try, and
the smile was just a grin, with no life
In it. There was an old story that his
wife had not been afraid and had
bossed him, but even she got worn out
and ran away. lie never opened his
month except for two things. Either
he spoke to God. chanting prayers and
masses, or else he spoke to the peasants.
growling: 'Pay. pay.'"
MEN WHO WEAR SKIRTS.
tn the Orient Wearing of Trousers Is
the Exception Instead of
the Rule.
If there is one thing presumably cer-
tain on this earth, in the opinion of most
of U3, It is that skirts are esseetially
feminine. and that tbe special feature
of masculine attire is a bifurcated gar-
ment. But nothing is further from the
truth, affirms the BuffaloiCommerclal,
which proceeds to prove what It asserts.
To this day the majority of the male ele-
ment of the human race, so far as tt
wears clothes at all. Is skirted. The man
or woman who goes east will see skirted
men everywhere—Arabs. Cashmeres,
Punjab., Burmans, Chinese, Japanese,
Malays, to mention only a few. "Thb
trousers of the western worldthough
they seem to the untraveled eye as fixed
and unalterable as the Pyramids, are but
a passiog fashion in the history of male
attire." says a writer in the Roston
Transcript. The fashions of the east
endure, while those of the west are ever
changing. That is true. Yet the bifur-
cated garment—the forked radish style
—commends itself to the progressive
Japanese of to-day. Men who do things
In war, athletics and business in these
days cannot wear skirts, blankets or
kimonas. When the western races
cease to hustle and sit (flown to meditete
they may discard trousers and revert to
the ancient oriental styles.
All Navies Growing Larger.
About half a century ago England
took notice of one fleet only, the
French. Now things have changed.
Japan has revealed her naval power;
Italy has a fairly good navy! Wilhelin
U. rules Over Germany and has an-
nounced that the country future wel-
fkre must be sought for on the seas;
the United States wish to have no
rivals on the ocean and Russia is be-































































he competitors are lined
lag point the signal to
is given. Then the fun
r, in spite of the riders'
teeds usually refuse to
he finish mark. Besides,
are greatly increased
that the onlookers are al
a tire field and may do
interfere with the con.
ng as they do not touch
his .
 Though oxen are
iy us least excitable of ant.
the
of the spectators soonni"
thee to 
a state of utter be-
at, O
ften an hour will pass
the owe is ridden under
victor receives a small
which is nothing, corn
°noes brought him by this
he aahnal is decorated
of flowers. Among the
t events are reckoned
so-and-so woa the ox
THE ASSASSIN.
r Suggests That ,He
mad Over to the
Doctors.
urespondent of the Lon-
;gests the! murderers. In-
hanged, be turned over
xperimentation. He de.
the privilege of studying
laboratory of the human
ks that with this oppor
aist "could look forward
t. e es
s possibilities." 01
soles. observes the Mila-




as profitable and inter-can
, the solution of which
oted by this plan. He
urderer as a field for the
and turn his tissues
ting place for a tilt with
pposing germ. Science,
eye alert, would referee
make record of results.
eet is the faith that in
t abides. he is confident
uld acquiesce in the
slowly, rejoicing not to
ng accentuated by the
'weltered hangman.
n is not new, nor, for
cite, can it be made
the thance of being de-
r or phthisis would, as
e seized with eagerness
that fails to appeal to
!tapered as this must be
bites. And it Is of lie
The.change would be
of torture for quirk free
plane with the Chinese
"the death of a thou-
e grimly explanatory of
Ancient Times.
Carryings misag-e In olden 
times







 a day's journey
aotf trhideersateociarorfae
anti a regular service
messages to and fro
iem 60 to 100 miles a
day. They thei
r "through colt
ite 7y n, aeoirin the 
Cage Of a ape
I message, the -text
was tattooed ruthe 
shaven head of a
man, whose 
ha. 
was allowed to grow
before he begat his 
journey, -so that
his letter migh be c
oncealed until he
reached his gal, 
where, of course, he
would ts re h
a:ed.ep
Bo" lovers Buller.
In a iettdr ff an E.uglish friend •
Soul' Atrican tardie
r writes: "Many
of the lighten g jee
rs have told me they
are quite will g to erect a statue to
Gen. Buller/I ietor
y in this country.
They declare e is 'IV only man who




"Yea, they call me Sapphire," cheer-
fully admitted the operator of the t
ele-
phone switchboard in a large business
home, mate the New York Sun. "Ws
Weems Pm such an accomplished liar,
you know.
"Rut, then, that Is one of the things
1.11141,0ginitt so it really Waif my
ltielt
end.1 amnia it worry me. Pathan.; 
this
most frequent lie I have to tell Is whea
t
I am asked about a dozen times a day
if the president has a privatejelephon
e
call—one not in the regular telephone
dirsaiorY. YOU know.
"Of course he has, he'd be in the in-
sane asylum if he hadn't; but he doesn't
want everybody to know it. The tel-
ephone was getting such a nuisance to
business elan that a lot of them have
had to do this.
"Now, when a man's private tele-
phone rings he knows It really is a per-
sonal call, as only a few people have
his number. It is a direct call from '(
n-
true and does not come over the regula
r
°See switchboard at ale
"Every operator of a private switch-
board, and of course, every 'central,' i
s
charged with keeping these private tel
-
ephone numbers strictly confidential.
People try lots of different ways to
worm this Information out of us, but
they don't succeed."
"It saves my time wonderfully—this
having a private call," said a lawyer. "I
really think this plan saved me from a
nervous breakdown last year.
"My private secretary has charge of
the telephone supposed by the unini-
tiated to be the only one by which I can
be reached personally. Nine times out
of ten the questions can be settled with-
out referring to me. Occasionally, of
course, I have to speak to the person my-
self.,
"Br there was a time a few years ago
when I could not dictate so much as a
not, to my stenographee.without being
interrupted half a dozen tithes. That ex-
asperating little ting-a-ling has been,
the death knell to many a finely phrased
letter. As for importaht documents,
when dictaUng anything that required
serious thought I was obliged to have
an entirely separate room where I was
as absolutely 'out' as though in my home
uptown.
"While, of course, I did not pretend
to speak to every person who called for
me on the telephone, still I was called
very often. It is very different now.
Only a dozen or so persons know my pri-
vate call, and sometimes my telephone
does not ring more than once or twice
a day.
"The telephone is a mighty good serv-
ant, but with one's name in the public
telephone directory it soon becomes a
hard master."
"Yes, our house number is private,"
said a woman who has many social du-
tiea, "and we guard it as we do the fam-
ily jewels. Only our own direct circle
of friends are able to reach us by tel
ephoee.
"As some one said to me the other day,
quite the height of modern intimacy is
reached in the interchange of private
telephone numbers. And it is true.
"You aould be surprised to know the
lengths some people would go to discov
-
er the number of a private wire. Why.
would you believe it, our stable is ofte
n
called up, and whoever happens to an
-
swer is asked for our house number
.
Yes,. our telephone is now just what i
t
originally was and just what it shoul
d













"Huzza!" cried the first old man, her
smoothing the near sealskin cuff of hie —('Ii
overcoat. "I have a part that suits we
perfectly as last."
"What is it?" asked the second
heavy.
Mile.„.Aucy K Polk, the sister-in- "It is the part of a • recluse, and in





her home in' Warrenton, N. C. a mese ot real buckwheat cakes and Imo
Sittintga.' -St. Louis Globe-Delmocrat„ Clay
stoe
wrote Herodotue, "Is
as • messages by the
." They had over a
e, Not Anger.
Don't let your dog bite
He won't bite, ma'am.
showing his teeth."
he is, ma'am, and if you




, youth, "remind me of
lid the eft-bachelor, "and
ads me of the thorn."
News,
wa nducement,
time you call, you
e. I'm getting tired of
mince yon to stop itT
me and I'll promise
love to you ' again.— the hard w
ork She had the het;
Or. ateered
.—Minneapolis Journal. I
Maiden ,Names in Oth el Lands.
When a woman is married in this
counCry her maiden nb.U.0 is seal
om
un ntiunel. Many people to who
m she
is very well known hdVU never heard
 It.
In Fiance, on the contrary, the
re arcs
otmstant reminders of the.earlier d
ig-
nity. In Belgium marriage does not ex-
tingeish it. for many married wom
en
often combine the old name with 
the
new. i Moreover, they put the mai
den
name last, thus giving it the grea
ter
distinction. We can illustrate this by
supposing the custom to prevail in thi
s
country. In thatecase Miss Brown when
she married Mr. Robinson would hav
e
her visiting carde printed: "Mrs. Rob-
son-Brown." This double barreled
arrangement does not glee the Belgian
wife a better social status than • the
English wife's, but it is very soothin
g





M9NTANA MAN'S DUO WOLF
species of Canine That Is Tame, Yet
Partakes of the Wild --
in Looks.
I was smoking my pipe in the cabi
n
of an old timer who lives on M
uddy
creee in southeastern Montana when
I happened to look out of the wi
ndow
and saw an animal pass by that 
for
a moment I t,ok to be a red wolf,
 re-
ides a writer in Forest 701;:tream
.
I said to the old man: nat hav
e
you got Out there?" and he replied
:
"Yes; I am glad you spoke about th
at;
I wanted you to see them, pu
ps."
Then, while we walked out of 
doors,
* told me that he had a litter 
if six
pa, half gray wolf and half or in
ary
mastic dog, and that he had tivo
 of
sae puppies still about the hot*,
 the
• er four having been given sway
.
The wolflike animal, with tour o
r
live other doge, was standing
tnear a
wagon close to the house, and wh
en
called galloped cheerfully to us, w
ag-
ging its tail and twisting its body
, and
thrust his nose into the hand of 
each
of us, seeming to enjoy 4he pat
s and
caresses that it received. In 
color it
was reddish, somewhat the col
or of
the summer coat of a deer, yet 
hard-
ly so bright; there was more 
of a
brown in it On the tail the 
hair lay
parallel to the skin and d:d not 
stand
out as it does on the brush of 
a fox
or the tail of a wolf or c
oyote. On
the other hand, the shape of t
he crea-
ture was that of a gray wolf, 
which it
also equaled in size.
These pups are great thieves
, and
things have to be kept out 
of their
way or they will steal them
. They
cannot bark. Sometimes they 
appear
to try to do so, and break 
out into a
regular wolf howl.
WHAT MIKE'S FOREMAN 
DID
As Concisely Described 
by Mike
Himself for the Benefit
of Jury.
One of Eddie Foy's stories r
elates to
his eaperienees as a juror. 
It illus-
trates the value of concise 
expression.
"When I was on the jury," say
s Foy,
"one of the cases I heard 
was that
of a laborer against the 
employer in
whose foundry he had been 
injured.
The foreman of the foundr
y testified,




you know the gentleman
left the stand?'
"'Sure I do.'
"'What does he do at
"'He's the foreman.'
"'What are his duties
"'Well, I don't know, sore
"'Surely you know what
man's duties are,' said the
'You work under him, don't
me boss.'
He draws pay for
and he must do some'
that pay. Now, what
Wisdom of the Chinese.
The verbal wisdom Of the Chinese
has become proverbial, and appropri-
ately enough, it shows itself prominent
-
ly in their proverbs. Many of these h
ave
already been translated into English
,
but here are a few more, from a melee
-
tion.by Herr Bruno Navarra. published
in Heidelberg, which may be weice
me:
"It is better not to be than not
 to be
anything." "Repentance is the dawn
of virtue." "Even the highes
t tower
stands on the ground." "Man thinks
.he
knows everything, but woman kno
ws
better." "Even the mandarin of
 the
fleet class has poor relations." 
"The
carver of idols never worships idols; he
knows too well what they are Made o
f."
"A day of grief tatIonser than a yea
r of
joy." And so on.—T. P.'s Weekly.
• He Rowed, She Steered.
The eoat drifted on tffe cl
ear lake.
The man and, the Maid we
re silent and
a little sad. "Dear," he
 said, "will you
float with me always—down 
the stream
of life?"
"The same re now'," she. wilsper
ed.
"The game tennow." Said he. T I. 
-
"I will, gladly!" cried the young girl.








"Mike scratched his head f
or a mo-
ment, looked at the cei
ling, and the&
a smile coming to his 
lips, he an-
swered: 'What does he do? 
Well, sor,
we do what he tells 
us—that's what
he do.' .„_.
"And with this definition
 of the du-














Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and hands. Wintry winds dry
up the - natural moisture
Clc the skin. Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a skin food that sup-
plies just the right blood moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,








Not a drink, but a seasonable prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
La 'Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.
50e and $1, Bottles
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Sts, 
phone ari
& Clay Sts., phone 311.
Paducah::
Steam Dye Works
If you went y‘ur clothes 
cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to 
K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street
. I have
the nicest line cf samples 
for tints
in the city. Suits made t
o order.
Or. Childress
HONOR OF THE 
CHINESE. EYE, EAR, NOSE 
AND
THROAT.
Englishman from China Giv
es His Office and Residence. Rooms 3 
and
Opinion of the Sly Ce-
• testis's.
"Chinamen are, as a rule, very 
honor-
able in business matte
rs, but it must not
be taken for granted 
that integrity is
universal with them," said M
r. H. M.
Lakin, of Shanghai,' accordin
g to an ex-
change.
"I have lived in the orien
t for many
years. and have had extensi
ve dealings
with all sorts of eastern p
eople. There
is a saying that a Chin
aman's word is
his bond, and this is very 
true from, the
fact that it. is a rare thing f
or them to
melee any 'other than a ve
rbal cesittratt
So IF happens that what a celestial tells
you he will Jo will be pe
rformed in a
great majority of cases. The
 fact re-
mains, however, that you've got t
o pick
your man in China just the 
earnests in
any other country. Aah Sin 
has his coun-
terparts in his native land, and 
every
European over there can tell you of hi
s
experiences with tricky Chinamen.
"I do not believe that a China
man Is
any more honest than his fel
low-man of
other nationalities, as is shown b
y the
vast amount of eraftlrg which p
erme-
ates the social and poetical life of 
the
empire. The individual Chinese busi
-
ness man is straight in his 
dealings




In the Breslau zookottical gar
den
there is a spider monkey which wa
s
operated upon for cataract _and 
now
weans glasses. *For more than
 a year
after it was received at the zoo
 it
was very healthy and lively, th
en it
became very quiet, ceased to p
lay, and
crouched in a corner. It was ex
am-
ined and found to be sufferi
ng from
cataract, so was immediately tak
en lei
the eye hospital and .pera
ted upon.
In lees than a month It was fitted
 with




The waiter in the icafe
 of the down-
town hotel did not mean 
to be rude. The
mistake was purely a eyelet er
ror.
"What will you have neat, l
ady?" the
waiter asked, with the courte
sy that be-
comes a waiter.
"Don't address me as 'lady!
' " de-
manded the guest, with some ?how of
Irritation.
"Excuse me. ma'am," replied the














Buy anything and 
sell everything.




















Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to -ilate
 in five min-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
428 Broadway.





Office over Globe Bank and 
Trust




You lave never tasted
NIT
as delicious as Mrs Carrie Ellis'
Celebrated
Candy







- - —ee-s----s—slcomparned :..s wife and child, toTuesday Morning, Jan. 16, Tea. spend the itiy with Mrs. Flynn's
ltra_  father, Mr. Richard J. Barber, the re-j
tired justice of the peace. The visi-
Sots returned home at 6 o'clock Sun-
day night. This is the irst trip of
the genial superintendent to this city
in many months.
„
ImsoFmanFwIrroorlim:"'"wrigiftr --1.--rimr,R, Plirerr757317777717"c77775711 . 4777T
'ABOUT THE PEOPLE
LOCAL NEW'S
..-Justice Charles Emery yesterday,
cepretted his enagisterial court, but.
Mgt was nothing * amounting On
n1141, kis time being devoted to leis
bilge the dates for trial of the actions
cid his docket.
--The library trustees meet thin
rseindag to elect officers for this year.
—Mr. Dick Rudy has been select-
ed *lain:ma ef the committee arrang-
US for the PlIcs cornerstone servactN
191110 Sunday, but as yet no program
blis been oothnleted.
—Mr. Van Burnett is getting bet-
a to his home on Wet Broadway,
willare he has been confined for the
pet week with pleurisy.
--ePostmas Charles Holliday is able
tes he out after a confinement with
stionach trouble at his home on South
SNOB arty( .
---The weather predictions for to-
do are: Cloudy and coober. Even
caliber is predicted Wednesday and
Tame ay. .
NO NEW TRIAL.
Pattie at Wickliffe Parsed Matter
Until Next Term of Cout.
Hon. Hal Corbett yesterday stated
tfhle an errovenos report reached
Age city regarding the application of
dibadant for a new trial of the ac-
nifflk of Miss Lula Warford against
ritif S. M. Dorris, of Wickliffe, Ky.
Mit report reaching bee was that the
panician got a new trial at Wickliffe.
bill M. Corbett, lawyer for the
Tefflitg lady, rung up the circuit court
chnk of Wickliffe and had him read
tail order, which showed the request
fclif a new trial was continued until
till meat term of court. The young
la* at first trial got judgment for
Win against-Nthe doctor on the
frOind that when her am was broken
Ai physician set it improperly and
inffhalit crooked.
Pine lettuce for sale; tende-, crisp




ANN" L & C. Buy Out Mr.
Adibrook's Business.t.
th4 the Public: I desire to informpublic; my friends and patrons,I have din:rose() of my insurance
builisese and good will to (the well
I and reeponsible firm of Abram na & Co.. and ask for them a
cltance of your patronage.. Ittfrom the business, which I
Ii * crinducted in this city for the
et years, it is but fitting that I
publicly acknowledge say in.
ss and appreciation of ,the
End* favors and courtesies extended
ossilltand I take th. ie means of express-
leisteriesy thanks and gratitude, with a
.for continued prosperity and
be fer all.
net, Rs EDWARD ASHBROOK.
wa
pat'e desire to inform all of having
coAffit the business of Mr. Ash/brook
'ant/hope for a continuance of the lib-
eral' pottrortagt accorded him, guaran-
trail' an satisfaction and apprecis-
tioit




. atY Loire No. 4.19, F. and
will meet in stated communi-
st 7:3o .4..i'clock itharp tonight.
earicridatee will be initiated,
by the junior warden, one by the
AVer. warden and one by the nmeter,entered apprentites irsvited.
PS. F..... WILH!..I.M, Master.
GEO. 0. INGRAM. Secy.
bz indication, a:1:rfa the Pair-ction of I republicans
r
lis'n one for compel of the sltate
eonnnittee. The district ove-
will he held next Tuesdas.
'rile Daily Register, mar loc. a
we
who nosy vegister; lenbr roe. r
Milks Mary Walloer, of Dyersburg,
Tenn., will arrive today to visit her
brother, Dr. 'Richard Walker.
,Judge E. W. Whittemore yesterday
returned front Oaks.
Mr. Wan. Grassham, of Smithland,
is here visi;ing his brother, Lawyer
Charles cffis,atiam.
Miss Sally D. Grassham, of Salem,
Ky., is viiieng her sister, Mrs. Dr. C.
E. Ptacell.
A,aron Tilley, of Mayfield, is
preparing to move his family here.
Mr.John W. Counts has returned
from visiting in Mayfield.
Mr. Fred McKnight has-accepted a
position as timber buyer for the new
concern that brought out the Rex fac-
tory in Mechanicsburg several weeks
ago. He is tiow down in kffssissippi
parchasing lumber for the apncern.
Sugt. Jack J. Flynn of the Memphis
elivissOn for Illinois Central rail-
road, came In :e Sunday morning, ac-
Mrs. Pearl Fryer, of Memphis,
Tenn., has returned home after visit-
ing her parents Mr. and Mts. Jack
Canoway.
l'tfiss Bonnie Akers today goes to
New York for a visit.
Contractor Pat Halloran returned
t his home in Cedar Bluff, after
pending several days here.
Mrs. Ben 'Burnett, of Paris, Tenn.,
has returned home after visiting her
mother, Mrs. Tobe Owen, who is re-
covering from a severe attaef of
facial neuraliga.
Miss Ethel Brooks today goes to
Wjchita, Kan., to visit Miss Louisa
MeNamare.
Lawyer George Duiguid was in
Gitbertsville yesterday on business.
MT. J. L. Kilgore has returned from
a trip to Anderson, Ind
Miss Mary Walker returned to her
home in Dyersburg, Tenn., Sunday'
night after•spending the day here'
with her brother, Dr. Richard
Walker.
Supt. Jack Flynn, of the I. C.. was
here Sunday from Memphis, with his
wife and child, spending the day with
Mrs. Flynn's father, Justice Richard
J. Barber.
Miss 1Sfaxye Whitnell, of Martin, Stinday morning at 7:45 o'ciockTenn., yesterday went to Kuttawa, there arrived here fi3/4om Pascolo, Mo.,Ky.. after visiting Miss Sylvia Calissl. the remains of MY. James Spence.Dr. H. P. Sights wilt return today They were taken to the home of herfrom a flying trip to Danville, Teen. sister, Mrs. Mlattie Norvell of SouthDr. A. S. Dabney, of Union City, Fourth between Kentucky and Wash-Teinn., is visitinst Dr. A. S. Dabney ington street, at which place funeralof North Fifth. • Va services were held at 2 o'clock inMr. S Snielks here from a the afternoon by Rev. Peter Yieldsdrumming trip to Tennessee. of the Third street Methodist church,Mr. William C. Leech will arrive with interment following at Oakhere in about ten days from Cripple Grove cemetery.
Creek, Colo., to visit relatives here.
State Senator J. Wheeler Campbell
is in the city front Frankfort.
Mrs. J. C. Presnell yesterday went
to Grand Rivers, Ky., where her sis-
ter-in-law, eMes. Henry Peeking, is
la-
Mr. Nfac D. Ferguson, of La Cen-
ter, was heve.giesterday.
Lawyer Charles C. Gras!ham yes-
terday went to Smithland.
'Mr. L. Z. Armatrout has arrived
from Louisville to become managing
editor for the News-Democrat, to
succeed Mr. Goodwin, who goes back Mr. Elmus Carter's home, on Southto 'Atlanta, Ga., he having resigned, Sixth, but it was put out with littleeffective sleben his successor arrived. loss.
Mr. Armstrout has been on the
Courier-Journak
Mk. T. L. Whitworth, of Spring-
viiik, Tenn., is in the city the guest
of Mir. Sam Boyd.
Dr. C. E. Whiteaides rentrned yet-
terday rimming from a hying, trip to
Cinriunati, but is not yet able to re-
sume Ole bit:shwas on account of the
pais:dully injured hand, scalded by the
• TO JACKSONVILLII.v•ilcanirer. blowing tip tact Satterdsvy..
Hon. John K. Hendrick will today Nashvine, Jan. i5.—The Nail:mak
Atm' from Smithland, where he has Chattanooga de St. Louis railway tn-been the past few .days 'visiting tie augurated its through coadh service
farniGe. between Nashville and Jacksonville
Mr. Harry A•dhbrook has refereed last night, and the intitiaj trip of the
from Arkansan), where he has beeu through service vras patronized,
the car being comfortably filled.
 Ammariramiwis~airamit•••""
4-211z.
THE RIVERS .1PETET•likY faticah Trcinsfr.- Corn
TiltIRSDAY .Z14218There got out for the Tennessee
river this morning ithe steamer Cleeits,
which lays here -until 5 o'clock •to-
Morrow afternoon before g,etting one
cu Aber return trip.,
The steamer Dick Fowler gets out
for Cairo this ideening at 8 o'clock
and comes •hark tonight about tr.
-The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
yesterday arid comes back again to-
ITIORTOVir.
Today the John S. Idopkiste will
come in from Evansville and leases
immediately on her return trips
The Bettorff went to Clarlastrala
yesterday and comee back again to-
morrow, when ehe departs .for Nash-
ville, Tenn.;
COMING! OfidiNG!
The great fpn fro
carnival! Tlhe so











The Peters rift passed 'down Stnt-, Presenting.day for Memphis from CincionatL "Looney Dreamland," ,Old Edition.She gets to the latter Pittoo tumor- mgotitigaed seems,"row and lays there until Tituredey
"Pinafore Review"before getting ()tit on bar return. She 
and "Varieties,rea‘ches there next Sunday on her way
up.
tee passed lisaday _es
route to Cincinnati Mew Sismeglia.
She gets to the Queen Citytameasow
Quid leaves immediately on her - re-
turn..
The Lydia got away Sunday for the
Tennessee river after a tow of ties.
The Joe B. Williams passed up the
Ohio river Sunday with empty baroi,.
while the Alice Brown wont up yes-
terday-
There got away yesterday for fire
Cumberland river the towboat Jim
Duffy.,
Stages Yesterday.









Pittsburg, 6.9; rising s
Davis Island Dam, 7.8; rising.
St. Louis, 7.8; falling.





Body of Mrs. James Spence Laid to
Rest Sunday at Oak Grove.
SMALL FIRES.
Two Slight Blares Seamier' illtere
Quickly Extinguished.
Prof. Maihler's dancing tlasees for
children every Wednesday and Sat-
urday afternoons. Adults same night
8 o'clock. Private lessons anytime. For
information call Craig Hotel Tuesday
and WlednesdaI morning.
the past few nwynths.
Mr. filmes Fenriman, of Grand
Rivers, is in the city visiting his on, Mrs. E. L. Whiteside*, osstopatli,
Mr. Franc Ferrimen. 609% Broadway; Ricans, Old tor,
Engineer John Dozier, of the steam New, 76x.
er Dick Fcrwler, has moved his fern-
ily here from Cairo. New Sanitary Sewers.
Mete Selden and son Mho, of Btu? Contractor Ge=e Gardner return-
KY•, have returned home site, ed yesterday from Hopicinerak, Ky.,visiting Mr*. J. M Dunlap. where he and his partner, Contractor
Dr. R. M. Jones, of Calvert ,at3ct Charles Robertson, are finishing upwas here yesterday on business. tile $35,000 system of sanitary sewr.r-Mr. Harry Temple, Jr., of Maxon's age they are installing there for ppri-Mili, was in the city Yeoterthrf- vate parties who have tine municipalMiss Ida Levy, of Owensboro, Ky, franchise for same. Mr. Gardnerhas nrrived here for a visit of several said he thought they would be able toweek,. complete the improvement with about
another week'. work, but they cannotNew Roof Ordered. tell when this work will be done asContractor Chris Miller, the in and the weather there is prefty bad af
sheet iron and roof vocorlot;', YooteathY present. Mr. Gardner mid the threemad be bad ordered the new elate for •,,,lirrant3 meggrine,e4 nr mance, rof.
dee city hall roof, anti that lust as umn were gotten out against them byreds as it arrived he would cols- the leoploinisville authorities simply '
retrace the work of bearing off the 014 beeanse the wet weather left the rib-
roof and rePladolt a with sew. Th* lic thoroughfares in a muddy and bad I ree°146'present one leaks badly In conditicao. They chin this h Ole prettY
sentimentalplaces asel the new one is Mgr Gin` faith of the tontraceors, latflihe the • e"'pararify placed a sexteresice improve- i latter gay sot. ! warren 1,..••.„,.. reioloements are oentemplated for thee war- Mr. Gardner yesterday eelleraindmet at that public building.. !hie assertion that he will tot tempt Jeweleongue reitkeg° Dail
Marshell Field, the grewt °Wane which he was elected here ia thie city 1- 403 Br( Big
the city sewn-age laspeotorship es
ineroblaut. svito is tgew Vol*. by the public legislative boards. I lie  EverY—.111wale pronounetd a's in a Ityleg cone- cannot iiNord to sacrifice lib privide love to
The servants room behind Frank
L. Scott's home, at Ninth and Madi-
son streets, took fire Sanctity morning
at 915 o'clock, but was quickly ex-
tinguished by the firemen with little
loss. 'Pwo hours before this small









"A bkizing sunburst of lit* meiod
and actioa."—New Y Herald,
Entire Balcony Reserve for col
PRICES:Balcony, 50cIsc. or
tra, goc and 750.
Seats on sale Mondayat 9 a. m.
Racor porated.)
General Cartage Business,
serior Facilities for Office
udilng Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
A household Goods. Both 'Phones it
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt..
bram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
ice Phone 369. - Residence Phone 726
Par Vaults, Ittiammenis aneti eneral Cemetery Work U.S
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building parposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored. , ---.-.
LIST mg TIM* YOU MORE ABOUT IT i t t 2
ohs S. Porteous Markle, Granite & Stone Works 1. . •:
•







A Yankee Doodle C
laughing
PUNNIBH THAN 4 CIRCU
An Entertainment for he,iren
6 to 60




























lights, at 1036 Ma
ply to Dr. P. H.
WANTED—For
able-bodied onsn
ages of 21 and
United States, of
temperate habits, can















VIE THREE LATEST SW LAMPS. THEY SAVE OAS BILLS—
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR SHOW
ROOMS.
PORCELA. ENAMEL MEANSER, IS A WONDER. .
Ed D. Hannan
" !STEAM FIVTING. PLUMBING.











PHONS:Will bring pl ri
bonne during t(
evenings. They,loY





and hear them. good










107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. Gray, proprietor.
FINE OLD SINES AND WHISKIES.
Everedsing seasoes1411 the eatable line served to order. A










For Audit' • • Adjusting, Opening
or Closing • its. Shortest and
Simplest Nethods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant. 118 Fraternity Bldg.
•
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Pattemmth, Kentudgy, 
capital and SurPlum $1155904313,
iftwor
ED P. NOME, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER 
• "
T1111122,C131 all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pave 4
per cent per anniun on time asnillicate ol deposits.. Safety boxes in he
proof vault for rent at to Se per year as to size. You carry your Nen




Steam and liot Water Heating.
521 Broadway.
4.444,4+++++44044444.44+4.441
Subscribe fur The Rogiste
